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General Studies Paper - III 
 

Topic: Indian Economy; Economic growth and development; Mobilization of resources 

Q) Is it time for India to tax agricultural income above a particular threshold? Critically 

comment issues arising out of this move. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Recently a member of NITI aayog, Bibek Debroy suggested a taxing of farming income above a threshold limit. Taxing 

a farm income has long been debated in India but no steps have ever been taken towards its implementation. Both its 

supporters and critiques have been at loggerheads and governments whether central or states, have been able to reach 

common ground. 

Should Agricultural income be taxed? 

Arguments in favor- 

 The tax should be levied on the farmers only above certain threshold limit. As suggested by Kelkar panel in 2002 

that around 95% of Indian farmers (mostly small and marginal) would be below such threshold level and would 

not be taxed. Thus it would be only rich farmers that would come under the ambit of the tax. 

 There should be different slabs even within agriculture. Thus food-grains should be taxed at lower rate than the 

cash-crops and horticulture. 

 Agriculture is used by many politicians and other rich classes to evade their taxes. In turn it is major contributor of 

black money by such people. Thus taxing these people would arrest evasion of taxes. 

 Taxing rich and corporate farmer would also help in increasing the tax base and tax to GDP ratio in India. 

 The cross subsidization of rich farmers at cost of unnecessary burden on tax payers would reduce or end. 

 The proceeds from the agricultural income could be used to improve infrastructure for agriculture. 

Arguments against- 

 During the period 1991 to 2016, the share of agriculture decreased from 32% to 15%. Compared with this, the 

workforce dependence on agriculture is still very high, at 49.7%. Given the technological and environmental 

constraints, the performance of the agriculture sector has not been encouraging, and consequently, the welfare of 

the population living in the countryside has not visibly improved. 

 Tax on indebted farmers even having large farm plots would disrupt their living ways and may adversely hamper 

their agricultural efficiency. 

 In cases of droughts, floods, hailstorms, cloud-bursts even rich farmers suffer huge damages and losses. Taxation 

would only add as one more calamity to farmers albeit man-made. 

 The attitude and behavior of tax administrators have been arbitrary and authoritarian. Further computation of 

agricultural income is tricky task. Thus the possibility of harassment of farmers by tax officials cannot be ruled out. 

Issues arising out of this move- 

 Vote bank politics and political reluctance- 

Farmers form the majority share of the population and have high political worth for political parties. Hence no political 

party wants to establish itself as anti-farmer. 

 Difficulty in computing taxable income in agriculture- 

The largely informal nature of agriculture makes it difficult to bring objectivity and transparency in taxing the 

agricultural income. 

 Agriculture, a state subject- 

Being a state subject central government cannot form uniform taxation policy for agriculture. Further different states 

could have differential policies could make agriculture in one state attractive and in other a discouraging. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 Low productivity and taxation cannot go hand in hand- 

The case for treating agriculture on a par with other sectors is thus clear. But policymakers must also show equal care 

and urgency in addressing the structural issues facing the sector. This includes, among many, reforms to the broken 

agricultural supply chain that still leaves farmers at the mercy of middlemen cartels. Such reforms are crucial if farming 

is to become a sustainable enterprise in the long run. Else, a tax on high-income farmers will result only in driving 

resources away from agriculture into other sectors. It would make no difference to poorer farmers stuck in agriculture, 

merely because of the lack of opportunities. 

Conclusion- 

Union and state governments first must look at improving the plight of farmers by creating sustainable agricultural 

infrastructure, making market condition attractive and agriculture a high return profession before taxing it. 

 

Q) In the light of NPA problems being faced by the Indian banking sector, suggest ways to 

strengthen the banking sector. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :- India’s banking sector has been under stress from a considerable amount of time. Given the growth of 

financial institutions today and the current growth rate of our economy, we need to improve its health. Suggestions to 

strengthen the banking sector are as follows 

 Robust evaluation of loans: The fundamental reason behind rising NPAs is lack of robust evaluation of debtor 

before advancing loans. Moreover, periodic AQR- Asset Quality Review should be undertaken. 

 Capital: Banks need to find multiple avenues to raise their capital especially to meet BASEL-3 Capital Adequacy 

Ratio 

 Asset Recovery Mechanism: Needs to be strong. DRT,SARFARESI Act and ARCs have not been able to perform 

effectively 

 Management: The political interference in coercing public sector banks to lend difficult to recover loans for populist 

measures and lack of professionalism in appointing heads need to be addressed. 

 A special Bank association which only work in the field of debt recovery, policy making, and implementation wing. 

 Autonomy of banks specially the central bank Reserve bank of India needs to be assured in order to let it work 

effectively and efficiently without political interference. 

 Most foreign banks face huge constraints on their ability to expand and some – including Barclays and RBS – are 

scaling back as a result. 

STEPS FOR PERTICULAR BANKS:- 

 MSMEs: They can be strengthened by providing more support and enabling them to access credit, expertise and 

technology easily so that they can act as growth engines of the economy. 

 Old Private Sector banks: With proven records and relatively lesser NPA on their balance sheets can be helped out 

by the government to steady their finances. 

 NBFCs: They have proliferated in number but not impact like financial inclusion etc have to be regulated more 

stringently. 

 Small and Payment banks: rules which are stifling their development (like invest only in govt bonds etc) have to be 

redesigned to stimulate growth. 

 Public banks: They have to be bought under companies act, government interference and ownership should be 

reduced as per recommendations of PJ Nayak committee. 

 Cooperative banks: which suffer from systemic issues should be re looked at via legislation. 

 National Housing Bank: and such other possibly obsolete institutions should be assessed, evaluated and merged 

with larger entities. 

BASEL recommendations for strengthening banking sector:- 

 Better coverage of banks’ risk exposures, including for trading book, securitisation, and derivative activities; 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 More and higher quality capital to back these exposures; 

 Countercyclical capital buffers and provisions that can be built up in good times and drawn down in stress; 

 The introduction of a non-risk based measure to supplement Basel II and help contain leverage in the banking 

system; 

 Higher liquidity buffers; 

 Stronger risk management and governance standards; 

 More regulatory focus on system-wide or “macroprudential” supervision; and 

 Greater transparency about the risk in banks’ portfolios. 

Additional information NPA:- 

When the borrower stops paying interest or principal on a loan, the lender will lose money. Such a loan is known as 

Non-Performing Asset (NPA). Indian Banking industry is seriously affected by Non-Performing Assets. 

A non performing asset (NPA) is a loan or advance for which the principal or interest payment remained overdue for a 

period of 90 days. 

Banks are required to classify NPAs further into Substandard, Doubtful and Loss assets. 

 Substandard assets: Assets which has remained NPA for a period less than or equal to 12 months. 

 Doubtful assets: An asset would be classified as doubtful if it has remained in the substandard category for a period 

of 12 months. 

 Loss assets: As per RBI, “Loss asset is considered uncollectible and of such little value that its continuance as a 

bankable asset is not warranted, although there may be some salvage or recovery value.”  

Status of NPA: 

NPA problem is one of the most severe plaguing the Indian Banking sector posing questions over the stability of Indian 

Banking System. Raghuram Rajan, the ex Governor of RBI has identified the NPA problem as a major challenge facing 

the Indian Banking Sector. The problem which was largely hidden earlier as Banks used to do window dressing of their 

account statement has now come to the forefront after Rajan exhorted the banks to clean up their asset books by March 

2017. Resultantly this led to 29 public sector banks writing off Rs1.14 Lakh Crore of bad debts between 2013 -2015, much 

more than what they had done in the preceding 9 years. 

 The gross bad loans of 39 listed Indian banks, in absolute term, rose 92% in fiscal year 2016 to Rs.5.79 trillion even 

as after provisioning, the net bad loans more than doubled to Rs.3.38 trillion. 

 In percentage terms, the average gross non-performing assets (NPAs) of this group of banks rose from 4.41% of 

loans in 2015 to 7.91% in 2016; net NPAs in the past one year rose from 2.45% to 4.63%. 

 Public sector banks, which have close to 70% market share of loans, are more affected than their private sector 

peers. Two of them have over 15% gross NPAs and an additional eight close to 10% and more. 

 If we include restructured loans as well as those loans that have been written off, the total stressed assets could be 

as much as one-fourth of loans, at least for some of the government-owned banks. 

Impact of NPAs on Banks: 

 Banks have to adhere to the provisioning norms set by RBI for the bad loans which eats into their profitability. This 

leads to banks having lesser capital to deploy, shareholders losing money and banks finding it tough to survive in 

the market 

 If banks do not classify an asset as NPA, they naturally have more money to advance to earn interest income on. If 

large NPAs goes unreported, the bank could reach a situation, where it has advanced more money than it has 

available leading to a situation of technical bankruptcy. 

 In light of attaining the Bessel norms, the burden on maintaining Capital Adequacy Ratio increases 

 It also affects the competitive position of banks 

 For economy, it is disadvantageous as banks become more circumspect in giving loans which affect the credit 

offtake in economy. India is still an economy which is largely dependent on banks to raise capital as the bond 

market is not that well developed. This leads to declining Gross Capital Formation affecting economic growth. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 Rising of NPAs will lead to a crisis of confidence in the market. The price of loans, i.e. the interest rates will shoot 

up. Shooting of interest rates will directly impact the investors who wish to take loans for setting up infrastructural, 

industrial projects etc.  

 It will also impact the retail consumers like us, who will have to shell out a higher interest rate for a loan.  

 This will hurt the overall demand in the Indian economy which will lead to lower growth rates and of course higher 

inflation because of the higher cost of capital. 

 The trend may continue in a vicious circle and deepen the crisis. 

 

Reasons for growth 

 Governance Issues 

 Diversion of funds by companies for purposes other than for which loans were taken 

 Due diligence not done in initial disbursement of loans. Eg: loans given to road sector even before acquisition of 

land by the contractors. Agreed to TPCs (Total project costs) much higher than assessed by NHAI. 

 Inefficiencies in post disbursement monitoring of the problem 

 Restructuring of loans done by banks earlier to avoid provisioning. Post crackdown by RBI, banks are forced to 

clear their asset books  which has led to sudden spurt in NPAs 

 During the time of economic boom, overt optimism shown by corporates was taken on face value by banks and 

adequate background check was not done in advancing loans 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 In the absence of adequate governance mechanism, double leveraging by corporates, as pointed out by RBI’s 

Financial Stability Report, is also a reason for increasing bad loans 

 RBI Governor Rajan has pointed to the prevalence of “riskless capitalism” wherein time of economic swing, the 

corporate make hay, but when they face problems, resort to legal route, leveraging etc leading to problems galore 

for the banks 

 Economic Reasons 

 Economic downturn seen since 2008 has been a reason for increasing bad loans 

 Global demand is still low due to which exports across all sector has shown a declining trend for a long while now 

 In the case of sectors like electricity, the poor financial condition of most SEBs is the problem; in areas like steel, 

the collapse in global prices suggests that a lot more loans will get stressed in the months ahead. Other stressed 

sectors include infrastructure, textiles and mining 

 Other stressed sectors include infrastructure, textiles and mining 

 Economic Survey 2015 mentioned over leveraging by corporate as one of the reasons behind rising bad loans 

 Political reasons 

 Policy Paralysis seen during UPA 2 regime affected several PPP projects and key economic decisions were delayed 

which affected the macroeconomic stability leading to poorer corporate performance 

 Crony capitalism is also to be blamed. Under political pressure banks are compelled to provide loans for certain 

sectors which are mostly stressed 

 Resolution issues 

 In the absence of a proper bankruptcy law, corporate faced exit barriers which led to piling up of bad loans 

 Corporates often take the legal route which is time consuming leading to problems for the banks 

 Traditional solution 

 Appointment of nodal officers in banks for recovery at their head office, zonal office 

 Thrust on recovery of loss assets by banks 

 Close watch on NPA by picking up early warning signals and ensuring corrective action 

 Directing state level bankers to be more proactive in resolving issues with state govt 

 Designating ARC as resolution agent of banks 

Laws relating to NPA and Bankruptcy 

 SARFAESI– The Act empowers Banks/ Financial Institutions to recover their NPAs without the intervention of the 

court, through acquiring and disposing secured assets without the intervention of the court in case of outstanding 

amounts greater than 1 lakh. SARFAESI, it is accused, has been used only against the small borrowers primarily 

from MSME sector 

 Recovery of Debts Due to Banks and Financial Institutions (DRT) Act: The Act provides setting up of Debt Recovery 

Tribunals (DRTs) and Debt Recovery Appellate Tribunals (DRATs) for expeditious and exclusive disposal of suits 

filed by banks / FIs for recovery of their dues in NPA accounts with outstanding amount of Rs. 10 lac and above. 

DRTs are overburdened leading to slow disposal of cases   

 Lok Adalats:  Section 89 of the Civil Procedure Code provides resolution of disputes through ADR methods such as 

Arbitration, Conciliation, Lok Adalats and Mediation. Lok Adalat mechanism offers expeditious, in-expensive and 

mutually acceptable way of settlement of dispute 

 Under banking regulation act 1949, RBI is empowered to monitor the asset quality of banks by inspecting record 

books 

Solutions proposed by RBI: 

 Restructured standard account provisioning has been increased to 5% making it easier for banks to go for 

restructuring. On the flip side, this has the potential to enhance tendency of evergreening of loans 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 RBI has directed banks to give loans by looking at CIBIL score and is encouraging banks to start sharing 

information amongst themselves. This is to deal with cases of information asymmetry. RBI has directed banks to 

report to Central Repository of Information on Large Credit (CRILC) when principle/interest payment not paid 

between 61-90 days 

 RBI has asked banks to conduct sector wise/activity wise analysis of NPA 

 SEBI has eased norms for banks to convert debt of distressed borrowers into equity 

 5/25 scheme 

 For existing and new projects greater than 500 crores and also for existing projects which have been classified 

as bad debt or stressed asset, bank can provide longer amortization periods of 25 years with the option of 

restructuring loans every 5 or 7 years 

 The advantage of this scheme is that it provides for longer lending period with inbuilt flexibility. Shorter 

lending periods leads to companies stretching their balance sheet to pay back loans 

 From bank’s point of view it is helpful as freshly restructured asset is considered as bad debt and requires 15% 

provisioning by banks against such loans leading to erosion of profitability for banks 

 Strategic Debt Restructuring Scheme 

 This scheme provides for an alternative to restructuring. Wherever restructuring has not helped, banks can 

convert existing loans into equity. The scheme provides for creation of Joint Lenders Forum which is to be 

given additional powers with respect to 

 Management change in company getting restructured 

 Sale of non core assets in case company has diversified into sectors other than for which loans were 

guaranteed 

 Decision by JLF on debt restructuring by a majority of 75% by value and 60% by number 

 On the positive side, willful defaulters are dissuaded as they fear the loss of their company 

 However there are several issues with the scheme 

 Banks do not have expertise of managing companies 

 The Joint Lenders Forum mechanism has an inherent conflict between large banks and small lenders. 

The large banks have huge exposure and thus they want to restructure the loans so as to avoid 

provisioning. The smaller lenders fear arm twisting by large banks. Since they have less exposure they 

are unwilling to throw good money after bad and prefer to sell their exposure to ARCs as HDFC did in 

case of Essar Steel 

 Assessment of SDR 

 SDR is not performing too well. Of the 21 cases in which SDR has been invoked, only 4 have been closed. 

The problems are: 

 Difficulty in finding buyers 

 Buyers demanding prices that are unacceptable  

 Creditor’s concern over their source of funding and credibility  

 In the absence of potential buyers, bank wouldn’t want to hold onto these assets indefinitely. 

Unless and until a mechanism is devised which charts out a course of what to do thereafter, 

it doesn’t make much sense to do this conversion  

 Disagreement over valuations  

 Banks not willing to take severe haircuts  

 Problem particularly acute in the infra sector where the valuations have drastically declined 

over the past 2-3 years  

 Choice of merchant bankers used in SDR Process has a huge impact on the pace of the process. 

Quick resolution is necessary as otherwise provisioning for bad loans eats a major chunk of the 

bank’s profit 
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 Scheme for sustainable structuring of stressed assets – This allows banks to split the stressed account 

into two heads – a sustainable portion that the bank deems that the borrower can pay on existing terms 

and the remaining portion that the borrower is unable to pay(unsustainable). The latter can be converted 

into equity or convertible debt giving lenders a chance to eventually recover funds if the borrower is 

unable to pay. The Scheme will help those projects which have started commercial operations and have 

outstanding loan of over Rs 500crore. Banks will also need to set aside higher provisions if they choose 

to follow this route. 

 Advantages of new scheme 

 To help restore credit flow to stressed sectors such as steel etc as credit lending condition have 

been eased in the scheme  

 Banks can rework their stressed accounts under the oversight of an external agency. This 

means greater transparency in functioning of banks. This is a provision of the scheme itself. 

Banks had earlier complained of activism by investigative agencies in probing bad debt which 

made it difficult for them to go for restructuring in even genuine cases  

 This scheme would not only strengthen the lenders’ ability to deal with stressed assets, but 

would also put real assets back on track, benefitting both banks and the promoters of troubled 

entities. 

 Challenges 

 Evergreening of loans by banks   

 Distinction between sustainable and unsustainable debt might lead to problems later on  

 In its current form, S4A favours promoters more than banks as banks have to provide for the 

loss of interest from their profit, while promoters get away with lower interest payment 

 The scheme can only be used for operational projects. Banks cannot reschedule or reprice the 

debt that is remaining after converting part of it into equity. Also, they have to assess the 

sustainable portion of the debt based on current cash flows rather than any future projection 

of cash flows. Due to this, many firms would not be able to do much for some power projects 

which are still under implementation. 

 It also does not allow for banks to change the terms and conditions of the loan. This would 

mean that not too much support to the sustainable part of the debt can be extended. 

 Another concern could be the high level of equity dilution that may result from a scheme of 

this nature. This could be negative for shareholders and may also reduce the incentive for 

promoters to actually turn around the company. 

Measures announced by government 

 Government has announced recapitalization of the bank to the tune of 70000crore. However, given the situation, 

this amount is grossly inadequate. Government will have to find a way to increase the capital it provides to state-

owned banks. An upfront capital infusion, along with reforms to ensure its proper usage, is the best way to reduce 

the pain of the bad loan clean-up. 

 Finance Minister has recently mentioned setting up of stressed asset fund in association with banks that can 

provide equity or debt capital 

 It  is different from an ARC as the assets would remain on the books of the banks whereas ARC transfer the 

acquired assets to one or more trusts at the price at which financial assets were acquired from the originator 

 A different mechanism from ARC has been proposed as experiences so far say that setting up yet another ARC 

is pointless. There are a number of existing ARCs in the market, and many large global funds are planning to 

enter the segment. Among these, many are bank-sponsored ARCs. They have done little good because the 

banks and the ARCs have failed to agree on the price at which assets are to be sold. Besides, the recovery track 

record of ARCs has been modest at best. 
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Q) An ordinance to amend the Banking Regulation Act of 1949 has been issued to empower 

RBI to address NPA and other banking problems. Examine whether the ordinance is 

sufficient to address banking crisis in India. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance 2017 amends the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 and 

it makes following changes in act:- 

 It inserts two new Sections (viz. 35AA and 35AB) after Section 35A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 enables 

the Union Government to authorize the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to direct banking companies to resolve specific 

stressed assets by initiating insolvency resolution process, where required. 

 Section 35AA: The Central Government may by order authorise the Reserve Bank to issue directions to any banking 

company or banking companies to initiate insolvency resolution process in respect of a default, under the 

provisions of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016. 

Explanation – For the purposes of this section, “default” has the same meaning assigned to it in clause (12) of 

section 3 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.  Section 35AB: 

(1) Without prejudice to the provisions of section 35A, the Reserve Bank may, from time to time, issue directions 

to the banking companies for resolution of stressed assets.  

(2) The Reserve Bank may specify one or more authorities or committees with such members as the Reserve Bank 

may appoint or approve for appointment to advise banking companies on resolution of stressed assets. 

Current NPA situation :- According to RBI October to December report, the gross Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) of 

Public Sector Banks are just under Rs. 4 lakh crore, and they collectively account for 90% of such rotten apples in the 

country’s banking portfolio. In terms of net NPAs, their share is even higher – at 92% of the total bad loans reported so 

far in the banking system. 

Benefits of Ordinance:- 

 This action of the Union Government will have a direct impact on effective resolution of stressed assets, particularly 

in consortium or multiple banking arrangements, as the RBI will be empowered to intervene in specific cases of 

resolution of non-performing assets, to bring them to a definite conclusion. 

 The formation of such committees proposed by ordinance will help lenders take decisions without a fear of 

prosecution. 

 The ordinance is passed at crucial time when Indian banks are suffering from mounting bad loan problem. 

However, these measures are only short term in nature. We need to address the structural issues. 

 Management of PSU Banks – Government should implement P J Nayak Committee recommendations in totality. 

Banks should have functional autonomy as well as ability to run as commercial enterprises without any government 

interference. 

 Bond Market – India needs a robust bond market for financing long term infrastructural projects. PSU banks lack 

the capacity to evaluate these projects as well as their financing. 

 The amount of 70,000 cr for bank recapitalization is not sufficient to meet the Basel norms. Therefore, the 

government should either provide more capital or facilitate alternative investment channel. 

 Though the Bank Board Bureau has been established and functioning smoothly, time is ripe to consider other 

recommendation of P. J. Nayak committee. 

 Amendment to anti-corruption law 

 The government need to fix the policy-level stress affecting sectors such as telecom, power and highways. 

 Reviving private investment by crowding-in impact of public investment so as to revive growth cycle which will 

automatically put the banking crisis on correction mode. 
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Q) Examine how China manages its NPA problem and how India can learn lessons from 

Chinese experience. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- NPAs are not a new phenomenon. They have been a part of our system over the years and have come 

up during certain economic cycles with prominence.  China’s NPAs in the early 2000s were far higher than India’s were 

from the period 2001-2005. Since then, China has made a significant effort to fine-tune NPAs; today, they are much less 

than in India. During the same period, lending by Chinese banks has been far higher than by Indian banks, which have 

been historically reluctant to extend credit and even more reluctant lenders post the 2008 financial crisis. Hence few 

things need to be learn. 

 

They adopted a four-point strategy to address the problems. 

 The first was to reduce risks by strengthening banks and spearheading reforms of the state-owned enterprises 

(SOEs) by reducing their level of debt. The Chinese ensured that the nationalized banks were strengthened by 

raising disclosure standards across the board. 

 The second important measure was enacting laws that allowed the creation of asset management companies, equity 

participation and most importantly, asset-based securitization. The “securitization” approach is being taken by the 

Chinese to handle even their current NPA issue and is reportedly being piloted by a handful of large banks with 

specific emphasis on domestic investors. According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), this is a prudent 

and preferred strategy since it gets assets off the balance sheets quickly and allows banks to receive cash which 

could be used for lending. 

 The third key measure that the Chinese took was to ensure that the government had the financial loss of debt 

“discounted” and debt equity swaps were allowed in case a growth opportunity existed. 

 The fourth measure they took was producing incentives like tax breaks, exemption from administrative fees and 

transparent evaluations norms. These strategic measures ensured the Chinese were on top of the NPA issue in the 

early 2000s, when it was far larger than it is today. 

Relevance for India:- 

 The role of asset reconstruction companies becomes very important. There need to be more structural protections 

for fair valuations, especially in the context of the bankruptcy law. 

 Another important point that has bypassed the domestic policy narrative is securitization. The thinness of the 

domestic investor base needs to be overcome, coupled with a robust securitization structure. In addition, this 

process should involve the transfer of debt to privately managed specialist vehicles that have a clearer mandate and 

expertise to engage in corporate restructuring. Only this method has the potential to drive faster restructuring of a 

debtor company, otherwise securitization will merely change the ownership of its debt. 

 The RBI must make a concerted effort to distinguish between genuine performance-related loan issues and 

companies that are taking the system for a ride. 

 It is important that schemes such as the Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana are promoted in tandem to provide credit 

to genuine SMEs and stricter measures are first directed at the big companies that own large chunks of NPAs at the 

national level. This distinction is important to address the problem in a more targeted manner and find effective 

solutions without affecting genuine business professionals and entrepreneurs at large. 

Conclusion:- Iit is important to look at some of the key measures taken by other countries to address the NPA issue. 

China’s NPA rescue mission is one such case study. India should learn from it, especially in the context of valuation, 

securitization and more targeted NPA redressal mechanisms. 
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Additional information :- 

According to RBI October to December report, the gross Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) of Public Sector Banks are just 

under Rs. 4 lakh crore, and they collectively account for 90% of such rotten apples in the country’s banking portfolio. In 

terms of net NPAs, their share is even higher – at 92% of the total bad loans reported so far in the banking system. 

What is NPA? 

 The assets of the banks which don’t perform (that is – don’t bring any return) are called Non Performing Assets 

(NPA) or bad loans. Bank’s assets are the loans and advances given to customers. If customers don’t pay either 

interest or part of principal or both, the loan turns into bad loan. 

 According to RBI, terms loans on which interest or installment of principal remain overdue for a period of more 

than 90 days from the end of a particular quarter is called a Non-performing Asset.  

 However, in terms of Agriculture / Farm Loans; the NPA is defined as under-For short duration crop agriculture 

loans such as paddy, Jowar, Bajra etc. if the loan (installment / interest) is not paid for 2 crop seasons, it would be 

termed as a NPA. For Long Duration Crops, the above would be 1 Crop season from the due date. 

Reasons for the rise in NPA in recent years 

 GDP slowdown -Between early 2000’s and 2008 Indian economy were in the boom phase. During this period 

Banks especially Public sector banks lent extensively to corporate. However, the profits of most of the corporate 

dwindled due to slowdown in the global economy, the ban in mining projects, and delay in environmental related 

permits affecting power, iron and steel sector, volatility in prices of raw material and the shortage in availability of. 

This has affected their ability to pay back loans and is the most important reason behind increase in NPA of public 

sector banks. 

 One of the main reasons of rising NPA is the relaxed lending norms especially for corporate honchos when their 

financial status and credit rating is not analyzed properly. Also, to face competition banks are hugely selling 

unsecured loans which attributes to the level of NPAs. 

 5 sectors Textile, aviation, mining, Infrastructure contributes to most of the NPA, since most of the loan given in 

these sector are by PSB, They account for most of the NPA. 

 Public Sector banks provide around 80% of the credit to industries and it is this part of the credit distribution that 

forms a great chunk of NPA. Last year, when kingfisher was marred in financial crisis, SBI provided it huge amount 

of loan which it is not able to recover from it. 

 There is a myth that main reason for rise in NPA in Public sector banks was Priority sector lending, However 

according to the findings of Standing Committee on Finance  NPAs in the corporate sector are far higher than those 

in the priority or agriculture sector. However, even the PSL sector has contributed substantially to the NPAs. As 

per the latest estimates by the SBI, education loans constitute 20% of its NPAs. 

 The Lack of Bankruptcy code in India and sluggish legal system make it difficult for banks to recover these loans 

from both corporate and non-corporate. 

Other factors 

 Banks did not conducted adequate contingency planning, especially for mitigating project risk. They did not factor 

eventualities like failure of gas projects to ensure supply of gas or failure of land acquisition process for highways. 

 Restructuring of loan facility was extended to companies that were facing larger problems of over-leverage& 

inadequate profitability. This problem was more in the Public sector banks. 

 Companies with dwindling debt repayment capacity were raising more & more debt from the system. 

Steps taken by RBI and Government in last few years to curb NPA: 

 Government has launched ‘Mission Indradhanush’ to make the working of public sector bank more transparent 

and professional in order to curb the menace of NPA in future. 

 Government has also proposed to introduce Bankruptcy code. 

 RBI introduced number of measures in last few years  which include tightening the Corporate Debt Restructuring 

(CDR) mechanism, setting up a Joint Lenders’ Forum, prodding banks to disclose the real picture of bad loans, 

asking them to increase provisioning for stressed assets, introducing a 5:25 scheme where loans are to be amortized 
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over 25 years with refinancing option after every 5  years, and empowering them to take majority control in 

defaulting companies under the Strategic Debt Restructuring (SDR) scheme.  

How to curb the menace of Public Sector Banks (PSB)  

(a) Short Term measures 

 Review of NPA’S/Restructured advances- We need to assess the viability case by case. Viable accounts need to be 

given more finance for turnaround and unviable accounts should either be given to Asset Reconstruction Company 

or Management/ownership restructuring or permitting banks to take over the units. 

 Bankruptcy code should be passed as soon as possible. Bankruptcy code will make it easier for banks to recover 

loans from unviable enterprises. 

 Government should establish Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC) with equity contribution from the government 

and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). The established ARC should take the tumor (of non-performing assets or 

NPAs) out of the banking system. An ARC acquires bad loans from banks and financial institutions, usually at a 

discount, and works to recover them through a variety of measures, including sale of assets or a turnaround steered 

by professional management. Relieved of their NPA burden, the banks can focus on their core activity of lending. 

(b) Long term Measures 

 Improving credit risk management- This includes credit appraisal, credit monitoring and efficient system of fixing 

accountability and analyzing trends in group leverage to which the borrowing firm belongs to: 

 Sources/structure of equity capital-Banks need to see that promoter’s contribution is funded through equity and 

not debt. 

 Banks should conduct necessary sensitivity analysis and contingency planning while appraising the projects and it 

should built adequate safeguards against such external factors. 

 Strengthen credit monitoring-Develop an early warning mechanism and comprehensive MIS(Management 

Information System) can play an important role in it. MIS must enable timely detection of problem accounts, flag 

early signs of delinquencies  and facilitate timely information to management on these aspects. 

 Enforce accountability- Till now lower ring officials considered accountable even though loaning decisions are 

taken at higher level. Thus sanction official should also share the burden of responsibility.  

 Restructured accounts should treated as non performing and technical write offs where Banks remove NPA’S from 

their balance sheets Permanently should be dispensed with. 

 Address corporate governance issues in PSB. This include explicit fit and proper criteria for appointment of top 

executives and instituting system of an open market wide search for Chairman. 

 

Q) Critically examine achievements of recent demonetisation. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The government of India recently took a bold step to demonetize Rs 500 and Rs 1000 currency, which means that the 

legal tender of currency units is declared invalid from the specified date. Demonetization of currency means 

discontinuity of the said currency from circulation and replacing it with a new currency. 

Positive outcomes- 

 Restrain in the rise of real estate prices- 

Demonetization has helped to stop the ever increasing prices of real estate sector in India. This could help ordinary 

citizens buy affordable housings in near future. 

 Digitalization- 

Although it would be too early to conclude that demonetization has led to digitalized economy, there are signs that digital 

transactions are increasing all over India albeit in smaller proportion. 
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 Increase in money supply for banks- 

The amount of total money with the banks has risen exponentially after the demonetization. This has helped banks to 

lower the interests’ rates and provide credit to various sectors. 

 Small increase in tax revenue- 

Government kept open the option of voluntary disclosure of black money but with the high penalty. This has earned 

some tax revenues for government as there were quite a few individuals who disclosed their black wealth. 

 Deterrence- 

The demonetization move would serve as a strong deterrence for the hoarders of the black money in future. This could 

reduce the tendencies of hoarding black money. 

Negative outcomes- 

 India’s GDP growth rate of around 7 per cent over 2016-17 is commendable; tribute goes to policy initiatives such 

as the GST and the new bankruptcy law. However, these policies, coupled with two global trends (low international 

price of crude oil and rising wages in China. ), should have propelled India to a growth rate of over 8 per cent, the 

kind it had achieved before 2008. 

 One of the motives of the demonetization was to eliminate counterfeit currency. There is no surprise that the 

activity of faking is continuing even now. Seizures of fake 2000 rupee notes have been reported from West Bengal, 

Gujarat, Haryana and other places. To curb fake notes, what is needed is a steady improvement in the quality of 

notes, not a sudden intervention paralysing 86 per cent of the value of all currency in the country, as the 

demonetisation policy did. 

 The other reason for demonetisation was to curb black money. The hope was that people who made money and did 

not pay taxes would be stranded by the suddenness of the announcement. However, the wealthiest players keep 

the bulk of their black money in offshore accounts and in real estate. 

 Moreover, demonetisation created a new form of corruption whereby rich people parcelled their illegal money into 

small batches and used ordinary people —“money mules” — to change it to legal tender and escaped detection. 

 Finally, demonetisation was touted as a method of “digitalisation”, a move to a cashless society. There is no denying 

that the world will eventually be fully digitalised. But in today’s world, where even the most advanced nations have 

not got there, to expect India to leapfrog to a digitalised economy is fantasy. The move was devastating for the poor 

and those in the informal sector, since about half of India’s adult population does not have bank accounts and lives 

by cash. 

Conclusion- 

The positive outcomes of the government may not be in proportion to the overall objectives what government has 

decided earlier. But it has shown strong political will of the government to go after the corrupt and wicked tendencies of 

the people.   

 

Q) What is Index of Industrial Production (IIP)? How is it calculated and what’s its utility? 

Discuss the concerns expressed regarding IIP data in recent days. (200 Words) 

The Hindu  

Introduction :- The Index of Industrial Production (IIP) is an index for India which details out the growth of various 

sectors in an economy such as mineral mining, electricity and manufacturing. The all India IIP is a composite indicator 

that measures the short-term changes in the volume of production of a basket of industrial products during a given 

period with respect to that in a chosen base period. It is compiled and published monthly by the Central Statistical 

Organisation (CSO) six weeks after the reference month ends. 

The level of the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) is an abstract number, the magnitude of which represents the status 

of production in the industrial sector for a given period of time as compared to a reference period of time. The base year 

was at one time fixed at 1993–94 so that year was assigned an index level of 100. The current base year is 2011-2012. 

The Eight Core Industries comprise nearly 40.27% of the weight of items included in the Index of Industrial Production 

(IIP). These are Electricity, steel, refinery products, crude oil, coal, cement, natural gas and fertilisers. 
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Calculation of IIP:- 

 The theoretical aim of the IIP is to capture the direction and the trend of industrial production in the country, not 

the absolute value of industrial production. Its chief utility is as an early indicator of turning points in the economy. 

 IIP is calculated by the Central Statistical Organisation (CSO). It is published every month keeping a gap of six 

weeks. 

 CSO takes the base year as 2004-05. Now, CSO takes into account 682 items. It includes the technologically 

advanced goods such as ipads and cell phones and thus able to give a broader and better picture of growth in the 

economy. 

 The products are selected from the results of the Annual Survey of Industries in 2004-05. All the products which 

contribute 0.20 percent or more to the total value of production at 2-digit industry of National Industrial 

Classification are included in the item basket. 

 Each item included in the basket is given an appropriate weight. Weight is determined on the basis of gross value 

added (GVA) from the industrial activity. The weights are considered in order to capture the different economic 

activities which needs to be reflected while measuring the performance of the entire industrial sector. 

 IIP is calculated as the weighted average of production relatives of all the industrial activities. In the mathematical 

calculation Laspeyre’s fixed base formula is used. 

 Industry is changing fast over time driven by up-gradation in technology, economic reforms and consumption 

pattern of the people. Over time, consumer behaviour has changed. The goods which were considered as luxury 

once are regarded as necessary now. So, it becomes necessary to revise the base rate from time to time in order to 

capture the changes in the economy. 

Importance of IIP :- 

 IIP is considered as an important data for a number of reasons. For example, the data which is released after market 

hours is eagerly watched by stock market analysts to understand, if economic momentum is gaining traction.  

 IIP is also an important indicator for the Reserve Bank of India, when framing its monetary policy. Though one 

must admit that the CPI inflation data has become a key for the RBI. However, if IIP data suggests that industrial 

activity is slack the country’s central bank may refrain from cutting interest rates. On the other hand, if IPP data is 

higher, it may hold interest rates steady. 

Concerns regarding IIP data:- 

 Out of sync with the actual manufacturing output growth measured through ASI. 

 IIP IS not equipped to capture changes in the economy. 

As base year and item basket remained unchanged since 2004-05, If an entity shut down, its output fell to zero. 

 There is no statutorily-mandated system of regularly reporting production is in place, 

There is need to update base year and item basket. And instead of the periodic baskets revisions, a permanent standing 

arrangement required to put in place to make sure that the IIP remains representative. 

 

Q) For the first time in 11 years, in 2015-16 the combined fiscal deficit of India’s 29 States 

as a proportion of the size of their economies breached the 3% threshold recommended as 

a fiscally prudent limit by successive Finance Commissions. What are the causes? What 

should be the role of centre in addressing this problem? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The breach of fiscal deficit by the states needs to be analyzed with the different dimensions and considering the internal 

and external economic conditions.  Chief Economic Adviser Arvind Subramanian has asserted that the 3% of GDP 

benchmark for the fiscal deficit of the States or the Centre is not a magic number. Yet, it serves as an anchor for fiscal 

discipline in a country whose two biggest crises in recent decades — the balance of payments trouble in 1991, the currency 

tumble in 2013 — were precipitated by fiscal irresponsibility. 
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Causes- 

 UDAY scheme- 

The present government has formulated a scheme to financially revive the loss-making state DISCOMs. Under the 

scheme state governments had to take on the massive debts of these DISCOMs which has led state governments to incur 

huge amount of money on them. 

 Increased borrowing- 

Tepid economic growth hasn’t helped, and States have had to resort to higher market borrowings even after the Centre 

hiked their share from tax inflows to 42% from 32%, starting 2015-16. 

 The Centre has been short-changing States by relying on special levies such as surcharges, cesses and duties that 

are not considered part of the divisible tax pool, So, instead of a 10% rise in the States’ share of gross tax revenue, 

the actual hike in 2015-16 was just 7.7%. 

 Declining private investment- 

Due to large-scale reduction in the share of private investments in state governments made state governments to spend 

more to compensate the reduction. 

 Ad-hoc loan waivers- 

The increasing farm loan waivers from state governments has made them to spend more on non-productive tasks. 

 Pay commission hikes- 

Increasing the salaries and payments of state employees in the line with 7th Pay commission would incur more 

expenditure. 

Lack of fiscal discipline among the states and limited revenue generating capacities of the states have intensified the 

problem. 

Role of central government in addressing this problem- 

 Central government needs to increase the taxation base in India so that the actual amount of funds going to states 

would increase. 

 The central government should take care of compensation to be granted to the states as the implementation of the 

GST begins. The effective implementation of GST is considered to supplement the revenues of both Central and 

State governments. 

 The Central government could effectively monitor the populist measures taken by state government like farm loan 

waivers, subsidies etc. 

 Central government could give encouragement to the state governments to follow fiscal discipline through fiscal 

incentives. 

 Central government could take steps in developing co-operative and competitive federalism where states cooperate 

and compete to attract businesses, investments, industries etc. This could help to boost the revenue generating 

capacity of the governments. 

Conclusion- 

The N.K. Singh panel on fiscal consolidation has recommended a focus on overall government debt along with fiscal 

deficit and a 20% debt-to-GDP ratio for States by 2022-23. Not just the Centre, but States (with outstanding liabilities 

to GDP of around 24% as of March 2017) also need to tighten their belts considerably from here, even as they await the 

constitution of the Fifteenth Finance Commission. 

 

Q) The Banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017, promulgated on 4 May 2017, 

amends the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. Discuss the concerns this amendment has 

given rise to. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction:-The banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance 2017 amends the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 and 

it makes following changes in act:- 
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 It inserts two new Sections (viz. 35AA and 35AB) after Section 35A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 enables 

the Union Government to authorize the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to direct banking companies to resolve specific 

stressed assets by initiating insolvency resolution process, where required. 

 Section 35AA:The Central Government may by order authorise the Reserve Bank to issue directions to any banking 

company or banking companies to initiate insolvency resolution process in respect of a default, under the 

provisions of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016. 

Explanation – For the purposes of this section, “default” has the same meaning assigned to it in clause (12) of 

section 3 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.  Section 35AB: 

(1) Without prejudice to the provisions of section 35A, the Reserve Bank may, from time to time, issue directions 

to the banking companies for resolution of stressed assets.  

(2) The Reserve Bank may specify one or more authorities or committees with such members as the Reserve Bank 

may appoint or approve for appointment to advise banking companies on resolution of stressed assets. 

Current NPA situation :- According to RBI October to December report, the gross Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) of 

Public Sector Banks are just under Rs. 4 lakh crore, and they collectively account for 90% of such rotten apples in the 

country’s banking portfolio. In terms of net NPAs, their share is even higher – at 92% of the total bad loans reported so 

far in the banking system. 

Benefits of Ordinance:- 

 This action of the Union Government will have a direct impact on effective resolution of stressed assets, particularly 

in consortium or multiple banking arrangements, as the RBI will be empowered to intervene in specific cases of 

resolution of non-performing assets, to bring them to a definite conclusion. 

 The formation of such committees proposed by ordinance will help lenders take decisions without a fear of 

prosecution. 

 The ordinance is passed at crucial time when Indian banks are suffering from mounting bad loan problem. 

Concerns raised:- 

 This Ordinance does not have a clear rationale. It starts with a short preamble which is vague, and does not clarify 

the purpose of the amendment. 

 Banking Regulation Act already provides banks with enormous power to issue directives to banks hence enacting 

an ordinance to enhance those powers further is an answered question. 

 The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC) has already been implemented as a law and any banker is free to 

trigger it if there has been a corporate default. Bankers on their own may come under pressure if they try to initiate 

an insolvency resolution process under the IBC against politically connected corporate defaulters. (Perhaps the 

amendment aims to address this problem.) 

 Giving more powers to the central bank to take what can be seen as commercial decisions could lead to a conflict 

of interest for RBI. Typically, regulators should be at arm’s length from the commercial decisions of entities they 

regulate in order to preserve systemic stability. 

 There are also fears about whether pushing through resolution in a hurried timeline will lead to a crash in asset 

prices. 

Way forward:- 

 The Government is committed to expeditious resolution of stressed assets in the banking system. The recent 

enactment of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016 has opened up new possibilities for time bound 

resolution of stressed assets. The SARFAESI and Debt Recovery Acts have been amended to facilitate recoveries. A 

comprehensive approach is being adopted for effective implementation of various schemes for timely resolution of 

stressed assets. 

 The Economic Survey proposed the creation of a Public Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency (PARA) which would 

purchase the bad loans from the public sector banks (PSBs). The proposed PARA would be financed from three 

sources: the issue of government securities, equity shareholding by private investors, and money from the RBI’s 

surpluses. 
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 A lender or borrower are in best position to decide whether to commence insolvency or not. RBI will need to appoint 

experts to scrutinize each case as it cannot be an administrative decision. The best way to encourage banks to 

resolve stressed assets under the bankruptcy code is to offer them some incentives to file (for) insolvency 

 

Q) “Coastal Regulation Zone norms are an example of a top-down, heavy-handed, 

legislative diktat from Delhi that ignores local dynamics.” Critically comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

About Coastal Regulation Zone 

Under the Environmental Protection Act 1986, notification was issued in 1991 for regulation of activities in the coastal 

area by Ministry of Environment and Forests. These notification known as Coastal Regulation Zone Notification defined 

the Coastal Regulation Zone or CRZ as coastal land up to 500m from the High Tide Line and a range of 100m along 

banks of creeks, estuaries, backwaters and rivers subject to tidal fluctuations is CRZ. According to Coastal Regulation 

Zone notifications, it is divided into 4 zones 

 CRZ I – It refers to the ecologically sensitive areas, essential in maintaining ecosystem of the coast. These lie 

between the HTL and LTL. Only exploration of natural gas and extraction of salt is permitted. 

 CRZ II – These areas form up to the shoreline of the coast.  Authorized structures are not allowed to be 

constructed in this zone. 

 CRZ III – This includes rural and urban localities. Only certain activities relating to agriculture and public utilities 

allowed here . 

 CRZ IV – This includes the aquatic area up to the territorial limit (12 nautical miles). Fishing and allied activities 

permitted in this zone. Solid waste can be let off in this zone.  

Why CRZ are criticized as an example of top-down, heavy-handed legislative diktat from Delhi? 

 Onerous rules and regulations contained in CRZ, impose restrict economic activity in the entire country. 

 The coastal regions suffer from the additional liability of having to comply with far-fetched coast protection norms 

originating under the Environment (Protection) Act (EPA). 

 Although the norms carve out exceptions within these prohibited activities for certain undertakings, such as 

building ports or reconstructing dwelling units for local communities, it interestingly carves out a singular 

exception for the development of a greenfield airport proposed at Navi Mumbai. 

 The regulation is replete with such curious exceptions to some specific cases, which raise questions pertaining to 

the criteria that was followed to determine permissible and non-permissible activities. 

 The peculiarity of the CRZ directives is further evidenced from the universal allowance granted to areas adjoining 

bays, estuaries, backwaters, lagoons and other tidal-influenced water bodies. For areas falling under this category, 

the regulated zone extends only 100m inland from the high-tide line. As a result, many developers, entrepreneurs 

and builders have been asking the coastal zone management authorities to declare the water around the coastal 

land area within their project plans as bays or tidal-influenced water bodies. Some have approached several high 

courts for such declaration to avail the benefits of a smaller regulated zone. 

 The multiplicity of definitions, exceptions, permissible and impermissible activities not only lead to high regulatory 

and legal expenditure in obtaining project clearances, there is all-round confusion in implementation as well. 

 The execution of the CRZ rules falls within the domain of several coastal zone management authorities created by 

the state governments for this purpose. Most authorities are themselves unaware of the implementation scheme 

and a significant number of cases concerning clearances and bay designation are sent to the Central government 

for clarification. This not only creates uncertainty, it also increases the time taken for permissions, burdening the 

firms with high compliance outlays. 

 Regulations like CRZ create significant entry barriers for firms unable to negotiate the myriad, complex guidelines 

or lobby for rent-seeking special concessions from the government. Restrictive market entry adversely affects 

economic development and consumer welfare, increases prices owing to high costs and constrains technological 

improvement. 
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Way forward- 

 Even though the CRZ rules stand amended as on 6 January 2011, the new rules have done little to ease the 

regulatory burden imposed on a wide array of economic and development activities that may be pursued in coastal 

regions. 

 The Central government must assert its political will and rescind these regulations, leaving the task of 

administering coastal zones to the already created state coastal zone management authorities. 

 State governments in coastal regions will be better suited to devise laws concerning coast development, given their 

substantial political interest in the matter and superior knowledge of state goals as well as needs. 

 The Central government must restrict its role to advising state governments on the prospective benefits and costs 

of any regulation that the states propose. 

 

Q) Discuss critically all the concerns raised against the Banking Regulation (Amendment) 

Ordinance of May 4, 2017. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance 2017 amends the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 and 

it makes following changes in act:- 

 It inserts two new Sections (viz. 35AA and 35AB) after Section 35A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 enables 

the Union Government to authorize the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to direct banking companies to resolve specific 

stressed assets by initiating insolvency resolution process, where required. 

 Section 35AA:The Central Government may by order authorise the Reserve Bank to issue directions to any banking 

company or banking companies to initiate insolvency resolution process in respect of a default, under the 

provisions of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016. 

 Explanation – For the purposes of this section, “default” has the same meaning assigned to it in clause (12) of 

section 3 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.  Section 35AB: 

(1) Without prejudice to the provisions of section 35A, the Reserve Bank may, from time to time, issue directions 

to the banking companies for resolution of stressed assets.  

(2) The Reserve Bank may specify one or more authorities or committees with such members as the Reserve Bank 

may appoint or approve for appointment to advise banking companies on resolution of stressed assets. 

Current NPA situation :- According to RBI October to December report, the gross Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) of 

Public Sector Banks are just under Rs. 4 lakh crore, and they collectively account for 90% of such rotten apples in the 

country’s banking portfolio. In terms of net NPAs, their share is even higher – at 92% of the total bad loans reported so 

far in the banking system. 

Benefits of Ordinance:- 

 This action of the Union Government will have a direct impact on effective resolution of stressed assets, particularly 

in consortium or multiple banking arrangements, as the RBI will be empowered to intervene in specific cases of 

resolution of non-performing assets, to bring them to a definite conclusion. 

 The formation of such committees proposed by ordinance will help lenders take decisions without a fear of 

prosecution. 

 The ordinance is passed at crucial time when Indian banks are suffering from mounting bad loan problem. 

The attendant concerns that this amendment brings in are 

 Operation and Regulation: The ambit of RBI from being a regulator widens to include involving itself in operational 

aspect of bank. 

 Commercial impropriety: The banks may be forced to comply with RBI guidelines. This may compromise the 

personal interests of the banks at the altar of national interests 

 Hurts Capital infusion: The much needed capital infusion required to comply with BASEL-3 norms shall be affected 

as the foreign and national investors will become wary of the dictates of RBI. 
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Q) The latest National Sample Survey (NSS) data for 2011-12 show unemployment was 

only 2.2% of the labour force. Is this data reliable? If unemployment is high, where are the 

opportunities for India to create more jobs? Examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- The latest National Sample Survey (NSS) data for 2011-12 show unemployment was only 2.2% of the 

labour force, which is very low. On this metric, unemployment in India is much less of a problem than in other countries. 

The low unemployment rates are misleading because many of those shown as employed are actually engaged in low-

paid jobs that they take up only because there is no alternative called “disguised unemployment” or 

“underemployment”.  

Three structural changes needed are – 

At the macro level, three structural changes are needed to tackle the problem of unemployment . 

 The workforce employed in agriculture must decline. This places a huge burden on non-agricultural employment, 

which will have to expand sufficiently to absorb the shift out of agriculture plus the normal increase in the total 

workforce. 

 The second structural change needed is to reduce the expectation from manufacturing as a provider of non-

agricultural jobs. Faster growth in manufacturing has long been central to our economic strategy and must remain 

so. However, technological change is likely to make manufacturing less employment generating than in the past. 

Now, manufacturing strategy will involve application of capital-intensive techniques. At present, manufacturing 

accounts for about a quarter of total non-agricultural employment. Another quarter comes from non-

manufacturing industry (mining, electricity and construction) with services accounting for the remaining half. 

Most of the growth needed in non-agricultural employment will have to come from construction and the services 

sector, including health services, tourism-related services, retail trade, transport and logistics and repair services. 

 The third structural change needed is a shift from informal sector employment to formal sector employment, to 

meet the expectations of the young. 

The opportunities to create more employment are as follows – 

 Labour intensive industries: The biggest opportunity for generating more employment in manufacturing lies in 

exporting simpler consumer goods to the world market, an area which China has long dominated, but which it is 

now likely to exit, as its wages rise. 

 Textile and Tea industry: Both are high labour employing and women centric sectors which can create more 

employment. 

 Electronic industry: Given its export potential and labour need and skills, it remain a potent industry to propel 

employment. 

 Construction: A large employer and a sector which contributes to large amount to GDP(about 10%) should also be 

an area of focus. 

 Tourism: Given India’s tourism potential this industry can be big employment driver. 

 MSME: We need to focus on MSME which has tremendous potential. The issue of missing middle needs to be 

addressed. Credit issues, labour laws and regulations should be made employment friendly with minimal but 

requisite checks and balances. 

 Non- Agriculture jobs: High dependency on agriculture needs to be reduced. Non farm jobs especially artisanship 

should be encouraged. 

 Start Ups: A large employment generator. Needs to be encouraged. Start Up and Stand Up India are welcome moves 

on this front. However , focus on making bankruptcy laws start up friendly needs attention. 

 Apprenticeship: Programs for apprenticeship need special focus. They need to targeted and tailor made based on 

current and future requirements of employment land scape . 

 Formalization: Presence of informal and unorganized workforce should be addressed. Move towards greater 

formalization should be encouraged. Universal Social Security program as planned should be implemented after 

working out modalities for implementation. 
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 Taxation: Helps reduce the cost to incurred by corporates. Incentivizes greater employment. GST will be a game 

changer. But the political optics which has shrouded economic prudence for populist measures needs to be 

addressed. 

CONCLUSION – 

Rapid growth has to be central to any employment strategy for the simple reason that a faster growing economy will 

generate more jobs. Job creation indeed will ride on the wave of growth. But it needs to be quality based in terms of 

value, inclusivity and relevant to suit the need of the times. 

 

Q) Discuss how technology can formalise and organise traditional informal workers in 

India. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction :- Rise of Globalization and Privatization increased the informal economy to a great extent. The nature 

of informal sector is often characterized as a compliance defied small business unit which mostly employs manual labour 

and poor working conditions with minimal job security. Technology is a boon to these workers in unorganized informal 

sector. It can help in the following ways: 

 Livelihood Enhancement: As an app to a driver, household-workers, caterers, launderers; As an e-commerce site 

to artisans and weavers etc Technology plays a major role in raising their livelihood from workers to micro-

entrepreneurs . It also formalizes the connection between the worker and govt which fruition to increased tax 

generation 

 Consumer connectivity: A simple internet connection and registering as a service provider in social sites will 

increase their consumer base which leads to more revenue generation for their households. 

 Integration with Govt schemes and welfare measures: With dedicated Aadhar in place, DBT Subsidy from 

scholarships to LPG Subsidy, RSBY and other social sector subsidies reach them directly as part of PMJDY financial 

inclusion without any middlemen or delay. The govt is only a click away. 

 Bank Connectivity: Earlier migrated workers suffered from poor connectivity and less saving options. But now due 

to more net connectivity like Jio and affordable smartphones, managing online bank account, transfer funds to 

home and receiving payments simplified to a large extent. 

 More Economic and Social Awareness: Through social media, Knowledge of labour laws and rights, social security 

options and organised demonstrations for equality in workplace and gender pay gap have increased which are true 

indicators of more awareness at labour level. 

 

Q) Why was Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) set up? Why has government 

decided to phase it out? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) was a national agency of Government of India, with 

the remit to consider and recommend foreign direct investment (FDI) which does not come under the automatic route. 

It acts as a single window clearance for proposals on foreign direct investment (FDI) in India. The Foreign Investment 

Promotion Board (FIPB) was housed in the Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance. FIPB will be abolished 

in financial year 2017-18, as announced by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley during 2017-2018 budget speech in Lok Sabha. 

 Henceforth, the work relating to processing of applications for FDI and approval of the Government thereon under 

the extant FDI Policy and FEMA, shall now be handled by the concerned Ministries/Departments in consultation 

with the Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion(DIPP), Ministry of Commerce, which will also issue the 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for processing of applications and decision of the Government under the 

extant FDI policy.  

 In addition, Foreign Investors will find India more attractive destination and this will result in more inflow of FDI. 

The move will provide ease of doing business and will help in promoting the principle of Maximum Governance 

and Minimum Government. 

 FIPB as of now was responsible for vetting the very few brownfield FDI whereby govt. Practice extreme caution. It 

is a political imperative also be protectionist in the face of challenges from globalisation 
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 Despite plethora of measures India is rated bbb- by global rating houses . The ease of doing business is not coming 

down as per the popular business class perception. So as a slew of new measures the cabinet decided to phase out 

FIPB. 

 It is believed to cut down red tapism and facilitate the starting business with foreign investment. Other argument 

for its irrelevance is its control over investment is trivial because of majority investment being greenfield which is 

approved under automatic route by RBI 

 

Q) What are the criticisms made against rolling out of GST? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is being flaunted as the single-biggest economic reform since the 

economic liberalisation of 1991. Even critics of the tax, who complain about its complex four-slab rate structure, agree 

that it is a step in the right direction. 

Argument against GST :- 

 One, a nationwide tax such as the GST will lead to a higher tax burden as it reduces tax competition. Earlier, States 

which were keen to attract investment and labour from each other had a reason to cut taxes. Now, the Centre, which 

will face no tax competition except from the rest of the world, can determine rates at whim. This will encourage tax 

rate increases that are detrimental to growth. 

 Two, the number of taxes does not necessarily reflect the actual burden imposed on businesses by any tax system. 

For example, a single, high tax rate might impose a greater burden on businesses than multiple taxes that add up 

to a lower rate. 

 A single, low tax rate might also turn out to be more burdensome if the cost of bureaucratic compliance is higher 

than under multiple, higher tax rates. So what matters eventually is the overall burden under a tax regime, which 

is likely to be lower when States compete than otherwise. 

 It helps the big more than the small. Since the proposal is that companies with a turnover of Rs 10 lakh 

(currently Rs 1.5 crore) will have to pay GST, it means many small companies will end up having to pay excise (or 

value-added) taxes. The big companies will benefit, as they will now get deductions on the taxes paid by their small 

suppliers. Since the initial GST rate could be anywhere from 15-25 percent (depending on what is left out of its 

ambit), that’s a huge tax bite for the small. 

 If the unorganised sector is going to lose some of its competitive edge initially, it means there will be pressures 

for layoffs in companies that can’t compete as a result of GST implementation. In the short run, GST may end up 

costing jobs till the smaller companies learn to compete. And small companies are the biggest job creators anywhere 

in the world. 

 If we assume that those evading excise (legally or otherwise) currently will henceforth start paying the tax, it means 

they have to raise prices to stay profitable. Taxes up, prices up. In the short-term, GST may boost the prices of 

some segments of the economy. 

 GST more or less equalises taxation across products, and hence may be iniquitous. For example, currently centre 

and states can levy higher taxes on luxury goods and services (five-star dinners, cars above a certain size) and this 

is fair. Once GST kicks in, all goods and services may end up paying the same tax. This means the rich who buy 

luxury goods may pay less tax and the poor more than they should. This goes against the basic tenets of taxing the 

rich more and the poor less. 

 GST is fundamentally anti-federal. This is why states have been resisting it so hard for years. Of course, they 

can be compensated for any loss of revenue, as Arun Jaitley has promised, but it still means they will not be able to 

raise or lower taxes as they see fit politically. Also, once in, states will not be able to opt out of GST. 
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Topic: Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their effects on 

industrial growth. 

Q) Recently, the union cabinet approved new National Steel Policy. Discuss its features 

and improvements over old policy. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Steel is one of the most important products in the modern world and forms the backbone to any industrial economy. 

India being one of the fastest growing economies in the world, and steel finding its extensive application right from 

construction, infrastructure, power, aerospace and industrial machinery to consumer products, the sector is of strategic 

importance to the country. The Indian steel sector has grown exponentially over the past few years to be the third largest 

producer of steel globally, contributing to about 2% of the country’s GDP and employing about 5 lakh people directly 

and about 20 lakh people indirectly. 

Untapped potential with a strong policy support becomes the ideal platform for growth. Owing to the strategic 

importance of the sector along with the need to have a robust and restructured policy in present scenario, the new NSP, 

2017 became imminent. Though, National Steel Policy 2005 (NSP 2005) sought to indicate ways and means of 

consolidating the gains flowing out of the then economic order and charted out a road map for sustained and efficient 

growth of the Indian steel industry, it required adaptation in view of the recent developments unfolding in India and 

also worldwide, both on the demand and supply sides of the steel market. 

The new Steel Policy enshrines the long term vision of the Government to give impetus to the steel sector.  It seeks to 

enhance domestic steel consumption and ensure high quality steel production and create a technologically advanced 

and globally competitive steel industry. 

The New Steel Policy, 2017 aspires to achieve 300MT of steel-making capacity by 2030. This would translate into 

additional investment of Rs. 10 lakh Crore by 2030-31. 

 Some highlights of New Steel Policy 

 The Policy seeks to increase consumption of steel and major segments are infrastructure, automobiles and housing. 

New Steel Policy seeks to increase per capita steel consumption to the level of 160 Kgs by 2030 from existing level 

of around 60 Kg. 

 Potential of MSME steel sector has been recognized. Policy stipulates that adoption of energy efficient technologies 

in the MSME steel sector will be encouraged to improve the overall productivity & reduce energy intensity. 

 Steel Ministry will facilitate R&D in the sector through the establishment of Steel Research and Technology Mission 

of India (SRTMI). The initiative is aimed to spearhead R&D of national importance in iron & steel sector utilizing 

tripartite synergy amongst industry, national R&D laboratories and academic institutes. 

 Ministry through policy measures will ensure availability of raw materials like Iron ore, Coking coal and non-coking 

coal, Natural gas etc. at competitive rates. 

 The policy is aligned with India’s larger global role in bringing down CO2 emissions, and is a major improvement 

over the environment related provisions of the old policy. It envisages a greater role for greener alternatives like an 

increased use of natural gas, and a Waste Management Plan with focus on waste recycling. 

 Indian steel makers who import raw materials or intermediate products can claim the benefits of the domestic 

procurement provision if they add a minimum of 15% value to the product.The policy has a waiver for specific kinds 

of steel not manufactured in the country, or where domestic makers can’t meet the quality standards required by a 

project. 

This policy has following progressive aspects as compared to previous steel policies of India. 

 Create self-sufficiency in steel production by providing policy support & guidance to private manufacturers, MSME 

steel producers, CPSEs 

 Encourage adequate capacity additions 

 Development of globally competitive steel manufacturing capabilities 

 Cost-efficient production 
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 Domestic availability of iron ore, coking coal & natural gas 

 Facilitating foreign investment 

 Asset acquisitions of raw materials 

 Enhancing the domestic steel demand 

Conclusion- 

This is a supportive mechanism to the domestic steel producers. This will also go a long way to address the growth 

appetite the government is envisaging. It will further boost demand. 

 

Q) It is said that the union government wants to privatise public sector banks. Discuss 

the arguments made in favour of and against privatisation of public banks. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction:- Indian banking sector is facing many challenges. The stress tests on banks indicate that gross non-

performing assets (GNPAs) may deteriorate further to 8.5 per cent by March 2017 from 7.6 per cent in March 2016 and 

5.1 per cent in September 2015. The various ways to overcome problems has been explored with merger being the 

preferred one. But it cannot be extensively adopted because it leads to job cuts, branch closures and in some cases, a 

lowering of the quality and quantity of services. Hence, in addition to mergers, the Government would need to consider 

other alternatives like privatisation. It also comes with its own pros and cons. 

Arguments in favour:- 

 Many countries have privatised their nationalised banks, including some from the erstwhile Eastern bloc countries. 

Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Denmark, Egypt etc. 

 Privatising loss-making PSBs will have a deterrent effect on the staff and management of such banks. 

 Also, privatising a few loss-making PSBs will ensure that market discipline forces them to rectify their strategy, and 

this will have a ripple effect on other PSBs. 

 Better financial performance is ensured when a strong financial institution is involved as a significant shareholder 

in privatisation. 

 The government’s liabilities will also decrease and it could invest resources released by this exercise into welfare 

schemes. 

 It will be another step towards reducing the fiscal deficit and financing revenue expenditure through revenue 

receipts in the long term. 

 This move is along the lines of minimum government and maximum governance and proactive, people-centric, 

people friendly, transparent and sustainable governance. 

Argument against :- 

 Any such move as it would prove detrimental to the economy and result in turmoil within the industry. 

 This would totally defeat the idea of inclusive banking as it is practised now and was the guiding principle at the 

time of nationalisation of banks. 

 The past history of private sector banks tells the failure. Before 1969, all banks, except the SBI, were in the private 

sector. Between 1947 and 1969, 559 banks failed. 

 Public sector banks are created out of public money. These entities are therefore duty-bound to extend all types of 

services to customers across categories. Privatisation will impact this very root purpose 

 The government will have difficulty in providing low-cost financial services to rural and poor sections of society as 

the private may not like to extend its services to them. 

 The loosening of government’s control over economy might make is the economy fragile in testing conditions. 

 Private profiteering and drain of nation wealth through revenues accruing from FDI are also major concerns. 

 Private sector banks don’t share the government’s social responsibilities. Even in matters of recruitment, they don’t 

follow the government’s reservation policy or don’t show any enthusiasm in giving education loans to needy 
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students. Thus, we can see that privatisation is not the solution for problems facing PSBs. The solution lies in 

making the public sector more robust, not pawning it in the hands of a few powerful individuals. 

Conclusion :- Privatisation of PSBs is not going to be easy, as it would involve building consensus amongst various 

stake holders, including unions and parliamentarians. The decision to privatise inefficient PSBs, consistently delivering 

negative returns, would require wide debate. As the Planning Commission was a vestige of the socialist era, so is social 

banking. It is time to reconsider whether PSBs, all 27 of them, are really required to serve the purpose of social banking 

in our country and at what cost. Therefore, it would be useful to have a high-powered, government-appointed committee, 

to devise exact criteria, modus operandi, the type of privatisation model to be adopted, and engage with the social 

ramifications before privatisation is actually undertaken. 

 

Q) Critically comment on the market reforms being brought by the incumbent government 

at the centre. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Market reforms is related to the economic liberalization in the country easing government control over 

different sectors. Modi Government had always focused on minimum government and maximum governance. 

Following measures have been taken: 

 Make in India scheme which targeted the growth of domestic sector and also generation of employment 

 Farm loans and insurance scheme to help the farmers to boost their income and protect them from the vagaries of 

nature 

 Abolition of FIPB to attract foreign investments in India 

 Government’s ambition of linking several agricultural market to National agricultural e market to ensure farmers 

get the best price for their produce 

 Defence sector receiving major boost by adoption of new policy by DAC which provides greater role to private 

sectors in manufacturing weapons. 

 National skill development council and change in National steel policy in the market by the Government 

 Introduction of GST which is major reform in the sector of taxation 

 The above are few steps taken by the government to reform the market so that India achieves high growth rate and 

also a development which creates jobs for the people. 

However, the policies adopted by central government have been more populist than pro-market. In the latest Budget, 

the government provided the highest-ever allocation of Rs. 48,000 crore to the UPA’s flagship Mahatma Gandhi 

National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS). In February, the it promised farm loan waivers in Uttar 

Pradesh, and the State government soon delivered on it. States like Bihar and Andhra Pradesh have also been recipients 

of the Centre’s special welfare packages. 

Apart from such populism on the fiscal side, centres track record in pushing through crucial labour and land reforms 

has been no better. Industrial labour is still governed by outdated laws that prevent hiring, and landowners still cannot 

freely sell their land for industrial purposes (they can still be forced to sell to special interests though). A free agricultural 

market is still a distant dream as farmers cannot freely sell their produce, while powerful traders protected from 

competition can still dictate prices. Foreign investors continue to be terrorised by retroactive tax laws, while ‘Make in 

India’ continues to serve as an excuse for protectionism. The Goods and Services Tax (GST) that did away with tax 

competition between States is being celebrated, even as it has failed to lower tax rates. 

The demonetisation of high-value currency notes last year showed that the government is free to play around with the 

rupee, while the unsavoury exit of former Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Raghuram Rajan showed that India is 

far from having an independent central bank. Not surprisingly, India is ranked as a “mostly unfree” economy in the 

Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economic Freedom, which measures the economic freedom citizens enjoy from the 

clutches of government, and its ranking has dropped steadily since 2014, from 120th to 143rd. 
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Q) “The best way to turn the failing national airline into a great global airline is to cut it 

loose from the clutches of the government and privatise it.” Do you agree? Substantiate. 

(200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- India’s government is moving towards privatising the country’s beleaguered national airline, 

which has floundered amid stiff competition from no-frills rivals and reported at least seven years of losses. In 1970s, 

The British Airline which was national airline then was in similar crisis that Indian Airways facing today. Under the new 

right movement of the privatization by Thatcher, It got nationalized and today it considered as the one of the most 

trustable global airline. Following aspect suggest that Government of India should privatize Air India :- 

 Air Indian operate under debt of the Rs.50,000 crore. Privatization of airline will to the drain of wealth form Indian 

exchequer that the Government can invest it for the social security of the poor people. 

 Nationalize giant always deter the private sector participation in that sector. The reason is simple that no private 

entity can afford to operate in non viable route that air India can and this occupy the space for new player to grow. 

Thus, Privatization of air India will introduce new player in Indian aviation which will increase competition and in 

long term, Indian will get quality air travel on affordable price. 

 Unlike Railways, Airways have not any social service mandate as airways mainly use by the upper section of society. 

In addition, Airlines also not use for the Freight transport of fertilizer and coal that Indian railways did under social 

obligation. 

Conclusion :- Air India should be privatised only after restoring it to some degree of health so as to realise value and 

enable it to compete with others. The Government should not interfere in the management of the airline. Perhaps the 

best option would be to hand over the company for management alone at this stage, with financial support being linked 

to the achievement of milestones. The option to partake in the equity of Air India could be a carrot at the end of an 

agreed period. 

Case Studies :- 

Privatizing national airlines sounds like a logical step, but many privatizations end in failure, giving governments reason 

to hesitate. But there are also successes, for example Kenya Airways, which was privatized over 20 years ago, and 

Samoa’s Polynesian Blue. Both airlines have been profitable for years and contributed to growth in their respective 

tourism sectors. 

What are some of the key success factors in a successful airline privatization? Handshake stresses that a major 

precondition is having a strong champion in government and a genuine wish for reform. It helps to get the tourist 

industry on board—more competition means lower prices and more tourists. Finding the right private sector partner is 

also critical—in addition to investment funds, you need a seasoned player with access to global networks and a low cost 

base. Getting the right partner on board will involve complex negotiations. 

A good transaction advisor can guide governments through tricky privatization and reform processes and rescue poorly-

performing national airlines. A shame, then, that Ghana Airways didn’t have one. 

 

Topic: Agriculture; Agriculture marketing and other issues 

Q) “A free market in agriculture can be the best antidote to crisis facing our farmers.” 

Critically discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:- Farmers in some States are regretting their abundant yields this year as the prices of agricultural 

commodities have crashed. Chilli farmers in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, tomato growers in Karnataka, and toor 

dal cultivators in Maharashtra are at the centre of a severe crisis that has witnessed prices fall by more than half in a 

matter of just weeks.  

Price fall in agricultural commodities recently as a result of glut of commodities resulted in the crisis of the farmers. The 

situation is even becoming bad due to trade cartels, infrastructure, etc. 
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Problems faced by farmers 

 Speculations: Higher commodities prices last year resulted in boosting of production due to which price fall 

occurred. 

 Stock limits: Limiting the stocks for agricultural products has also dampen the growth of commodity speculation 

that directly affects farmers. 

 Infrastructural issues: Due to lack of major infrastructure say cold storage, farmers are bound to sell at the prices 

much lower than they could, if better storage facilities are available. 

 Trade Cartels: Wholesale agricultural prices are determined by trade cartels that block competitive bidding. 

For the Regulation of economy, Government regulate the agriculture market which affect the Farming 

as under :- 

 Recently the pulse price hiked in India and to stem the price and inflation, Government impose export ban of the 

pulse which affect the pulse growing farmers. 

 Apparel sector is one of the major employment provider. When the Cotton price increase, Indian textile became 

non competitive and there was job loss. To secure the Jobs in apparel sector, Govt impose “Maximum selling price” 

on cotton which hurt the interest of cotton growing farmer. 

 Till recently, it was mandatory for the Sugar farmer to sell his/her crop to the nearest sugar mill. This restrict the 

farmer choice and his/her income. 

These factors suggest that Free market is antidote to farmer crisis but in many case, Farmer themselves seek government 

intervention as Market failed to serve farmers. Specially in case of the Wheat and Rice, Farmers of west India get Good 

price as Government procure product form them while east India farmers still not getting fair price as Government 

intervention is sparse there. 

Thus Not free market but Fairly regulated market in agriculture can be the best antidote to crisis facing our farmers. 

 

Q) “Floating the idea of taxing income is a great disservice to the agrarian sector, which is 

in deep crisis.” Substantiate. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The poor state of agrarian sector can be measured by the fact that it contributes to the 18% of the GDP 

while people dependent, directly or indirectly for employment, are around 50% of the population. While motive of 

formalizing the agricultural sector and widening tax base with including farmers’ income for taxes is appreciated, there 

are deep rooted concerns with the proposed policy : 

 Irregular pattern of income may pose a huge hurdle in exercising the tax calculation. 

 Intermittent bailouts go on to show that it might be a futile effort to tax the farm income when the sector is deep in 

debt. 

 While the income from farming also constitutes to a large part of future investments in farming again, taxing it 

might not be justified. 

 A burdensome exercise and administrative challenges are that bureaucracy may face which might further outweigh 

the tax recovered. 

Agricultural sector being an unorganized one may cause more hurdles. But taxing farm income will not only put extra 

burden on poor farmers, it can also cause to drive them out of farming which is quite undesired. Until we have secured 

a better level of income flowing to the farmers and have made the sector formalized, taxing farm income may not be 

justified or feasible. 
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Q) In the light of the anniversaries of the Champaran agitation led by Mahatma Gandhi 

and the Naxalbari uprising, throw light on structural challenges in agriculture in India. 

(200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- Champaran satyagraha in Bihar was against rent seeking to leave indigo farming while Naxalbari 

uprising was against the exploitation of farm workers and tenant farmers by zamindars in the West Bengal. Much of the 

structural problem Indian agriculture persist from the colonial times which are discussed below: 

 Instability: Agriculture in India is largely depends on monsoon. As a result, production of food-grains fluctuates 

year after year. A year of abundant output of cereals is often followed by a year of acute shortage. This, in its turn, 

leads to price income and employment fluctuations. However, for the thirteen year, in successive (1987-88 to 1999-

00) a normal monsoon has been observed. 

 Cropping Pattern: The crops that are grown in India are divided into two broad categories: food crops and non-

food crops. While the former comprise food-grains, sugarcane and other beverages, the latter includes different 

kinds of fibres and oilseeds. In recent years there has occurred a fall in agricultural production mainly due to fall 

in the output of non-food articles. Moreover rabi production has become as important as kharif production in the 

late 1990s. In 1999-2000, for example, of the total grain production of 209 mn. tones, rabi accounted for 104 mn. 

tones. This indicates a structural change in agricultural production. 

 Land Ownership: Although the ownership of agricultural land in India is fairly widely distributed, there is some 

degree of concentration of land holding. Inequality in land distribution is also due to the fact that there are frequent 

changes in land ownership in India. It is believed that large parcels of land in India are owned by a- relatively small 

section of the rich farmers, landlords and money-lenders, while the vast majority of farmers own very little amount 

of land, or no land at all. Moreover, most holdings are small and uneconomic. So the advantages of large-scale 

farming cannot be derived and cost per unit with ‘uneconomic’ holdings is high, output per hectare is hectare is 

low. As a result peasants cannot generate sufficient marketable surplus. So they are not only poor but are often in 

debt. 

 Sub-Division and Fragmentation of Holding: Due to the growth of population and breakdown of the joint family 

system, there has occurred continuous sub-division of agricultural land into smaller and smaller plots. At times 

small farmers are forced to sell a portion of their land to repay their debt. This creates further sub-division of land. 

Sub-division, in its turn, leads to fragmentation of holdings. When the size of holdings become smaller and smaller, 

cultivation becomes uneconomic. As a result a major portion of land is not brought under the plough. Such sub-

division and fragmentation make the efficient use of land virtually impossible and add to the difficulties of 

increasing capital equipment on the farm. All these factors account for the low productivity of Indian agriculture. 

 Land Tenure: The land tenure system of India is also far from perfect. In the pre-independence period, most tenants 

suffered from insecurity of tenancy. They could be evicted any time. However, various steps have been taken after 

Independence to provide security of tenancy. 

 Conditions of Agricultural Labourers: The conditions of most agricultural labourers in India are far from 

satisfactory. There is also the problem of surplus labour or disguised unemployment. This pushes the wage rates 

below the subsistence levels. 

 Other Problems: There are various other problems of Indian agriculture. These are related to: The systems and 

techniques of farming, the marketing of agricultural products and the indebtedness of the farmers. 

 

Q) Do you think implementing an agricultural tax in India would be an easy task for the 

government? Critically examine the challenges that government would face in taxing 

agricultural income. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- 

Link: Mind Map; Text. 

Background: 

Given the importance of access to finance, the policy in India has been to compel banks to lend to the underserved. 
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 However, access to formal finance remains a challenge even after decades of implementation of such policies. This 

demonstrates that such coercive policies have borne little fruit. 

 Also, the burgeoning problem of farmer distress in India despite the existence of the priority sector lending 

programme for more than three decades is a case in point. 

Why tax agriculture income? 

A large portion of Indian farmers are illiterate or semi-literate and they do not maintain systematic books of accounts 

regarding their production and income. Hence, assessing their true income or income-earning potential becomes an 

onerous task for the bank loan officers. 

 So, often bank loan officers in India rely on informal networks created by social affiliations in order to elicit 

information about the borrowers. 

 This provides opportunity to only those borrowers who are connected to the loan officers. Only these people obtain 

optimal credit. 

 Besides, loan officers are rotated every three years. This makes matters worse from a borrower’s point of view. 

Various studies have shown that a new loan officer entering a branch after job rotation restricts credit to borrowers 

who borrowed from the previous loan officer. 

How tax on agriculture helps? 

 Taxing agricultural income can improve access to finance to a large section of farmers because verified income tax 

returns can provide a credible signal of the earnings potential of a farmer. 

 Such verifiable information can help to separate conscientious and productive farmers from the unscrupulous or 

unproductive farmers. Such separation can be very useful in not only enabling access to finance but also entered 

using the cost of credit borne by farmers. 

 Taxing also helps banks to carefully eliminate strategic defaulter intending to exploit the lax enforcement standards 

prevalent in the country. 

 Well-directed agricultural loans would not only enhance agricultural productivity, but also hasten the movement 

of unproductive agricultural workers to the manufacturing sector. 

However, government has to face following difficulties in doing so:- 

 There was no good expenditure in revenue collection for the last 7 decades as there was no revenue collection. So, 

the revenue offices and infra are very backward in India. 

 All farmers can’t be taxed. A specified size of land holding would be used to identify taxable farmers. This is a hard 

task because not all lands are the same. An acre in Rajasthan is not equal to an acre in Uttar Pradesh. This variation 

will lead to complexity in determining land limits. 

 Land records are also not efficiently maintained in India. This would lead to complexity in assessing farmers. 

Computerisation of land records should be completed. 

 A one size fits all approach will not work in this sector since a lot of factors needs to be taken into account before 

arriving at taxable income. (Floods, crop failure) 

 A specific model of taxation whether on crop based, or value of goods produced or income or sale of the farmers. 

The first model will fail in cases of mixed cropping, second one can be harsh on farmers since it might not take into 

account the loss of individual farmers and the last one will encourage farmers not to sell their produce in formal 

market to stay away from taxation. 

 Also there is intra region variability where produce or output of crops vary in different regions of the same state. 

 A complex and sophisticated system needs to be evolved to tax agricultural income, the question is what will be the 

cost of running such a system? Who will be the people involved? 

Conclusion :- Agricultural taxation has historically been considered the third rail of Indian politics. While we harken 

about improving economies of scale in agriculture, such efforts send discouraging signals to large and medium farmers 

who seek to increase their produce through utilisation of better techniques, differing crop patterns and more judicious 

use of agricultural inputs. A nation-state where a farmer can be moderately rich one year and marginally poor the other 

cannot in good conscience tax their income. 
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Topic: Economics of animal rearing 

Q) Critically comment on the Centre’s move to notify new rules to regulate livestock 

markets under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960 (PCA). (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The Centre’s move to notify new rules to regulate livestock markets under the Prevention of Cruelty to 

Animals Act, 1960 (PCA) is either extremely poorly thought out or much too clever for its own good. 

The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (Regulation of Livestock Markets) Rules of 2017 permit the sale of cattle in markets 

only to verified “agriculturists”, who have to give an undertaking to the authorities that cattle will not be sold or 

slaughtered for meat. Nor shall the animal be used for sacrifices. The animal will be used only for farming. 

Critical analysis:- 

 The rules take away the rights of the owner to even sell the carcass of an animal dying of “natural causes” in the 

market. The rules prescribe that the carcass will be incinerated and not be sold or flayed for leather. 

 On the surface, the notification, which spans eight pages, reads like a general document on the regulation of the 

sale of all kinds of livestock bought and sold in animal markets, with some welcome prohibitions on the cruelty 

inflicted in the transport and treatment of animals. But parse the rules, and it is evident that cattle — a category 

that includes cows, buffaloes, bulls and camels — come under a slew of special restrictions which, when effected, 

could have an extremely serious impact on the meat and livestock industry, not to mention the livelihoods and 

dietary choices of millions of people.  

 On the surface, the notification, which spans eight pages, reads like a general document on the regulation of the 

sale of all kinds of livestock bought and sold in animal markets, with some welcome prohibitions on the cruelty 

inflicted in the transport and treatment of animals. But parse the rules, and it is evident that cattle — a category 

that includes cows, buffaloes, bulls and camels — come under a slew of special restrictions which, when effected, 

could have an extremely serious impact on the meat and livestock industry, not to mention the livelihoods and 

dietary choices of millions of people.  

 What the Act prohibits is only the “infliction of unnecessary pain and suffering” when animals are consumed as 

food. Such legal infirmities are bound to be challenged in court, but meanwhile the economic costs of this decision 

will merit a close watch 

Conclusion :- The restriction on trade of cattle or carcasses in livestock markets will have to be tested on the touchstone 

of the fundamental right to occupation, trade or business under Article 19 (1) (g) to see whether it is “reasonable.” 

Though Section 38 of the 1960 Act confers the Centre the power to make rules, several judicial precedents hold that this 

rule-making power does not allow going “beyond the scope of enabling Act or which is inconsistent therewith or 

repugnant.” Rules cannot be used to bring within its purview a subject — in this case, restriction on sale of cattle for 

slaughter or animal sacrifices —that has been specifically excluded by the statute. The Centre must address the concerns 

of the trade as well as of those who suspect the notification is a part of a Machiavellian plot to influence and curb food 

choices. While there is a case to retain most of the rules prohibiting the cruel treatment of animals, the ban on the sale 

of cattle for slaughter in animal markets must go. 

 

Topic: Infrastructure 

Q) The much awaited Real Estate (Regulation & Development) Act is now in effect. Discuss 

its merits and demerits. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Livemint 

Introduction :- The Real Estate bill passed by India has following features 

 It establishes the State Real Estate Regulatory Authority for that particular state as the government body to be 

approached for redressal of grievances against any builder. This will happen once every state ratifies this Act and 

establishes a state authority on the lines set up in the law. 

 This law vests authority on the real estate regulator to govern both residential and commercial real estate 

transactions. 
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 This Act obliges the developer to park 70% of the project funds in a dedicated bank account. This will ensure that 

developers are not able to invest in numerous new projects with the proceeds of the booking money for one project, 

thus delaying completion and handover to consumers. 

 This law makes it mandatory for developers to post all information on issues such as project plan, layout, 

government approvals, land title status, sub contractors to the project, schedule for completion with the State Real 

Estate Regulatory Authority (RERA) and then in effect pass this information on to the consumers. 

 The current practice of selling on the basis of ambiguous super built-up area for a real estate project will come to a 

stop as this law makes it illegal. Carpet area has been clearly defined in the law. 

 Currently, if a project is delayed, then the developer does not suffer in any way. Now, the law ensures that any delay 

in project completion will make the developer liable to pay the same interest as the EMI being paid by the consumer 

to the bank back to the consumer. 

 The maximum jail term for a developer who violates the order of the appellate tribunal of the RERA is three years 

with or without a fine. 

 The buyer can contact the developer in writing within one year of taking possession to demand after sales service 

if any deficiency in the project is noticed. 

 The developer cannot make any changes to the plan that had been sold without the written consent of the buyer. 

This puts paid to a common and unpopular practice by developers to increase the cost of projects. 

 Lastly, every project measuring more than eight apartments will have to be registered with the RERA. 

Advantages of the bill: 

 Timely delivery of flats: Developers often make false promises about the completion date of the project, but hardly 

ever deliver. As per the bill, strict regulations will be enforced on builders to ensure that construction runs on time 

and flats are delivered on schedule to the buyer. If the builder is not able to deliver the flats on time, he/she will 

have to refund the purchaser with interest.  

 Furnishing of accurate project details: In the construction stage, builders promote their projects defining the 

various amenities and features that will be part of the project. But not everything goes as per plan, with several 

features missing. As per this bill, there can’t be any changes to a plan. And if a builder is found guilty of this, he/she 

will be penalized 10% of the project’s costs or face jail time of up to three years.  

 Specifying carpet area: Generally, builders sell flats on the basis of built-in area, which includes a common passage 

area, stairs and other spaces which are 20-30% more than the actual flat’s area. But, not all buyers are aware of the 

concept of carpet area. With this bill it will become mandatory to declare the actual carpet area.  

 All clearances are mandatory before beginning a project: Builders often attract buyers with huge discounts and pre-

launch offers. And, the buyer, enticed by the offers, does not bother about the clearance. But, due to delays in 

getting clearance, the buyer does not get the flat on time. This bill ensures that developers get all the clearances 

before selling flats.  

 Each project should have a separate bank account: Developers raise funds through pre-launch offers and use them 

to purchase some other land or invest it in other projects. This bill will make it compulsory that a separate bank 

account be maintained for each project. Each transaction will have to be recorded, and diversion to another project 

will not be entertained.  

 After sales service: As per an interesting clause in the bill, if the buyer finds any structural deficiency in the 

development of the building, the buyer can contact the builder for after sales service. But, the buyer should 

approach the builder within a year of purchase to rectify such defects without further charges. 

Disadvantages of the bill: 

 Past real estate projects not included in the bill: Only new projects are covered by the bill. Projects that are ongoing, 

completed or stuck due to clearance or financial issues, don’t come under this. Hence, many buyers will not be 

benefitted by it.  

 Delay from government agencies: There can be delays caused by the government, which sometimes takes a lot of 

time to clear a project. It is up to government bodies to follow strict time frames to approve projects, so that 

developers can launch, complete and deliver them on time.  
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 No compulsory regulation for projects less than 1000 square meter: Registration with the regulator will not be 

mandatory for projects less than 1000 square meter. So, small developers will not be bound to register.   

 New project launches expected to be delayed: Because a project will not be allowed to launch without the requisite 

clearances from the government (which generally takes two to three years), projects will automatically get delayed. 

 

Q) Transfer of Technology (ToT) and Make in India are said to be important pillars of the 

Indo-Japanese agreement on the Mumbai-Ahmedabad high-speed train (HSR) project. 

Examine issues and challenges involved in making use of ToT and Make in India in the 

HSR project. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

India is poised to take leap in the technological sophistication with the help of other countries like Japan, Germany etc. 

However India needs to resolve the issues and challenges involved into Technology Transfer from these countries. 

Issues and challenges involved in making use of ToT and MII in the HSR project- 

 Projects like High Speed Trains are critical for the growth and development of countries like India. However the 

main challenge of Transfer of Technology lays in which areas the technology is to be transferred, to whom it is to 

be transferred and how it is to be transferred. 

 To address which areas ToT will take place in, a detailed analysis of the components needs to be undertaken by 

Indian industries and entities involved. 

 This analysis should aim to capture first, the long-term capabilities of Indian industry to supply quality critical 

components for the project both during the construction and operations and management (O&M) phases and 

second, be conducted with the objective to reduce O&M costs through the adoption of universal specifications and 

enhanced localization. 

 To address issues related to whom ToT will involve and how complicated this might be, it is worthwhile to see how 

other countries have handled similar situations. Here the examples of China and Brazil are commendable. 

 Considering that the high-speed project will be a technological jump for India, a suitable mechanism needs to be 

firmed up which can absorb the technology and expand the capabilities of Indian industry and human resources. 

 It will be worthwhile to create a new JV for the initial rolling stock production, between a key Japanese 

manufacturer and a Government of India entity. A commitment by the government to a HSR rolling stock JV will 

minimise risks for a foreign manufacturer, enable effective technology absorption and enhance the technological 

capabilities of the Indian Railways. 

 Technology absorption will also require large-scale skill upgradation. As part of the high-speed train project, a 

high-speed training centre is already proposed. While the training centre will provide required skills to Indian 

employees, there is a need to undertake an engineering development programme in Indian technical institutes. 

 The market for technological knowledge by its very nature is even more imperfect than that for commodities. This 

makes it extremely difficult to fix a real price for the technological information. 

 There is a greater difficulty in the decisions to import technology than in other decisions to draw a balance between 

private and social costs and benefits. 

 Transfer of Technology between Japan and India are mostly one way traffic. In this one-way exchange, the 

weaknesses of the market mechanism are accentuated rather than being partially cancelled out, as they might be, 

if the exchange were in both directions. 

Conclusion- 

Projects like High Speed Train could open the door for many opportunities for India with regards to indigenization of 

technology, upgrading human resource and then creating its own technologies for the future. 
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Q) It is argued that India’s solar ambitions might become unviable in coming days. 

Examine why.  (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- 

Status of solar power in India: 

Solar power in India is a growing industry. As of 30 April 2017, the country’s solar grid had a cumulative capacity of 

12.50 GW. In January 2015 the Indian government expanded its solar plans, targeting US$100 billion in investment and 

100 GW of solar capacity (including 40 GW from rooftop solar) by 2022. Being one of the fastest growing tropical 

countries, solar energy becomes a good choice for India for catering its rising energy needs. 

The future of renewable energy in India presumably rests on achieving the ambitious solar power target set by the 

country. In its INDC under the Paris Agreement, India committed to increase the clean energy resources to 40% by 

2030. A total of 175 GW of renewable energy installed capacity was promised to be achieved by 2022, of which 100 GW 

is the target set for solar power alone. 

There are concerns that India’s solar ambitions might become unviable in the future due to following reasons: 

 Land scarcity: 

Land is scarce in India, and per-capita land availability is low. Dedication of land for the installation of solar arrays must 

compete with other needs. The amount of land required for utility-scale solar power plants is about 1 km2 (250 acres) 

for every 40–60 MW generated. One alternative is to use the water-surface area on canals, lakes, reservoirs, farm ponds 

and the sea for large solar-power plants. 

 Dependence on Chinese Solar Cells: 

China is a global leader in Solar Cell manufacturing and follows predatory pricing. India imports majority of its 

requirement from China as it lacks manufacturing capacity of its own and it does not impose any anti-dumping duty on 

Chinese. Any change in Chinese pricing and supply may have adverse effects. 

 Non-viable state electricity boards: 

They are the principal power purchasers and in most cases lack the financial strength to buy all the power produced. 

This makes many power projects unviable. India has surplus power but still has areas that lack regular power supply 

and load shedding because of SEBs poor financial situation. This may work against solar power projects in the future. 

 Grid connectivity issues: 

The probable fluctuations in solar energy can only be harnessed by establishing non-grid connected independent  solar 

energy units. The people participation is comparatively much lower in implementation of off grid solar system. 

 Lack of proper training 

The utilisation and maintainance of solar energy based equipments needs basic training to people in oreder to make its 

usage sustainable in nature. The role of informal organisation is very crucial in extention activities linked with solar 

energy. It require regular cleaning and maintenance of solar panels with water, which is already at stressed level. 

All these factors must be addressed in order to use full potential that solar energy provides for energy security. The  Need 

of clean energy that is available at affordable to all sections of the society is part of susutainable development. India has 

given so much of efforts to harness and utilise the available soalr energy . The above mentioned aspects must be dealt in 

order to utilise solar energy to best of our capabilities. 

 

Q) Electric vehicles (EVs) seem to be gaining in prominence as part of the renewable energy 

movement. What challenges will India face in mainstreaming electric vehicles and how 

these challenges can be overcome? Examine.  

Introduction :- An electric vehicle, also called an electric drive vehicle, uses one or more electric motors or traction 

motors for propulsion. An electric vehicle may be powered through a collector system by electricity from off-vehicle 

sources, or may be self-contained with a battery, solar panels or a generator to convert fuel to electricity. EVs include 

road and rail vehicles, surface and underwater vessels, electric aircraft and electric spacecraft. 
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EVM progress in India:- 

 In May, Nagpur became the first Indian city to have an electric cab fleet with about 100 EVs. 

 The state-run power giant NTPC set up its first EV charging stations in Delhi and Noida. 

 Importantly, these are not isolated initiatives; they are underwritten by broader policy shifts. 

 Power ministry has announced that government officials and agencies will soon be using only EVs, Public buses 

are also expected to go electric. 

 Niti Aayog, has already put out a road map for India’s mobility transformation that has three core elements: 

“shared”, “electric”, and “connected”. 

 The goal, according to the power ministry, is to have no diesel or petrol car sales in the country by 2030. 

What are the Pros and cons with the initiative to mainstream electrical vehicle? 

 Mainstreaming electric vehicles will require an overhaul of the country’s energy and transport infrastructure. 

 For example, EV charging stations will have to be set up on a war footing, and electricity generation will have to 

improve significantly. 

 EV technology (especially the battery) will have to become much cheaper before it can perform well in a price-

sensitive market like India. 

 If these challenges can be tackled effectively and India can leapfrog to EV technology, then of course, the benefits 

to be had are numerous.   

 According to the Niti Aayog report, switching to EVs as part of the larger “shared, electric, and connected” mobility 

paradigm will cut India’s energy demand by 64%, its carbon emissions by 37%, and save the country $60 billion in 

energy bills by 2030. 

What is issue with government’s strategy? 

 Niti Aayog recommends that to push EVs, the government must subsidize the EV industry while penalizing 

conventional cars. 

 It calls for lowering taxes and interest rates for loans on EVs while limiting the sale and registration of conventional 

cars, and using taxes from diesel and petrol car sales to create electric charging stations. 

 It also suggests the government open a battery plant by the end of 2018. 

 The Ministry of power has claimed that the plan is to let market forces decide how the EV industry will shape up 

and that the government is only offering a helping hand until the industry can find its feet. 

 The issue is the kind of support the government is offering. 

 For instance, hydrogen-powered fuel cells offer an equally eco-friendly option. 

 Both lithium-ion and hydrogen fuel cells are zero emission, and the hydrogen-powered fuel cells can in fact be 

recharged faster. 

 They also give more mileage than the lithium-ion batteries commonly used in EVs today. 

 Certainly, fuelling stations for hydrogen-powered fuel cells are much more expensive, 

 But in that case, there is no greater push for CNG vehicles. 

 They are cheap, almost as clean as EVs, and the related infrastructure is already in place. 

 The government has made its choice, it is choosing only the winning technology which is globally growing. 

What is the way forward? 

 Governments generally do not have a good track record when it comes to picking tech winners. 

 For example, after the 1970s-energy crisis in the US, Millions of dollars were pumped into thermal solar technology 

which did not yield any viable commercial results even as the old photovoltaic cell technology continued to evolve. 

 Later, corn-based ethanol was all the rage and the government again put good money into developing a market for 

it but eventually it too collapsed. 
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 These examples indicate the many risks associated with the government picking the winner a job that is better left 

to the market and industry. 

 However, this is not to say that the government should have no role at all. 

 Instead of trying to pick winners, the government should focus on building an enabling business environment that 

supports research and innovation. 

 Thus, instead of pumping money into one project or firm, it should support clean energy research in general. 

 That way, the government does its part in steering the policy ship towards clean energy while still being technology-

agnostic. 

 

Q) Examine the risks that are prevalent in the thermal power market in India and comment 

if it is prudent to invest in thermal power sector. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Thermal power sector is being engulfed by different challenges like environmental hazards, difficulties in clearances, 

availability of cheap coal from abroad, competition from renewable energy resources etc. In such scenario, the 

sustainability of existing plants and feasibility of new thermal plants is being questioned. 

Risks involved in the thermal power market- 

 Thermal power plants are increasingly facing lower capacity utilization. More than one-third of India’s total 

thermal power capacity is currently stranded and the rest is running at 55% utilization. This spells trouble for the 

lenders to these thermal projects, mainly state-owned banks, since lower capacity utilization translates to falling 

recoveries. 

 Longer construction periods for thermal plants (three-four years), compared to renewable sources of power (12-14 

months), is another important aspect for risk evaluation. Delays in obtaining environmental clearances, affecting 

89% of the projects, according to a recent Comptroller and Auditor General of India report, could additionally 

prolong the construction of thermal plants. 

 The longer commissioning cycles, combined with higher likelihood of delays, makes investment in thermal power 

significantly riskier than that in renewables. 

 The ministry of environment’s 2015 notification mandating stricter emission and water usage standards to 

minimize environmental impacts of running coal-based plants has also been troubling the sector. Leaving aside the 

zero comparison on emissions, a coal-based thermal power plant takes around 3.8 cubic metre/MW of water as 

compared to 0.1 cubic metre/MW for solar, and almost nil for wind. Going forward, water usage could lead to 

conflict between thermal power producers and local communities, especially in water-scarce regions of the country. 

 Thermal power producers have been cantankerous about upgrading technology to meet these above standards due 

to high costs and complicated procedures. Stricter standards are also likely to increase the cost of power for 

ordinary consumers. 

 Volatility in imported coal prices and the uncertainty around cost-efficiency of domestic coal production add more 

concern. 

Is it prudent to invest in the Thermal Power Sector? 

The growing risk profile for thermal power plants is likely to result in increasing cost of capital for thermal projects. At 

the same time, with the tariffs for both wind and solar power dropping to unprecedented levels, power sector investors 

may shift focus to renewables. 

However it must be taken into account that coal based power plants constitute around 60% of share in India’s electricity 

generations. Thus India cannot afford to reduce its dependence on coal based thermal power plants and shift to 

renewable energies entirely at this stage. Hence India needs to invest in existing thermal power plants to improve their 

efficiency, to work on reducing pollution from these plants, to invest in exploring coal mines etc. 

At the same time government should expand the basket of renewable energy whose share could be increased gradually 

in the total electricity generation. 
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Thus at the moment it would be imprudent if Indian government who has promised electricity to all by 2022, reduces 

the investment in thermal sector drastically.      

 

Q) Recently, the union government gave go-ahead to 10 indigenous reactors. Is it a right 

step? Critically discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- India now has 22 nuclear power units. The government’s go-ahead to 10 indigenous reactors is a timely 

step towards nuclear energy self-sufficiency. With the United States and French companies unable to deliver the services 

on time , the time is apt for Indian companied to step in because of the following reasons: 

 Boost make in India: Indigenous nuclear technology will give a major boost to Make In India Initiative. 

 Past experiences: Past experiences have shown that Indian Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR) have 

performed well and have given efficient output. 

 Knowledgeable agencies: Bhabha Atomic research centre and NPCIL are renowned agencies and by focussing on 

indigenous reactors, India will show trust on its own scientists. 

 It will create 33,400 jobs and add about 7,000 mew capacity and will give boost to schemes like Deen Dayal 

Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana, which focuses on 25*7 electricity to rural areas. 

Some precautions need to be taken to ensure success of this mission, like, 

 Strict quality control: Quality checks on the whole project would guarantee the success of this project . 

 Conforming to standards: Indian agencies will have to conform to standard protocols to be able to deliver 

appropriately. 

 Up to the mark material: Good quality material would ensure that everything goes well. 

 Attention to safety: Proper attention has to be given to safety and any breach of safety protocols has to be avoided 

by means. 

Conclusion :- By about 2025 or so, India may itself supply enriched uranium from its own enrichment facilities. The 

government’s push for 10 IPWRs will secure India a position of nuclear power plant supplier not only for application in 

India, but also as a potential exporter. While our earlier plans on expanding nuclear power have not materialised, the 

alternative plan suggested now, which envisages building 28 units with a total capacity of about 25,000 MW in 15 years 

from now, can still ensure that nuclear power remains an important part of our strategy to minimise carbon emissions 

in the long run. 

 

Q) Do you think nuclear power is best suited to gradually replace coal for India’s core 

energy demand? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- 

The total installed electrical capacity of India (utilities) was just over 300 gigawatts (GW) as of May 2016. Of this, 210 

GW (70 percent) constituted thermal power such as coal, gas and diesel. India is thus highly reliant on fossil fuels to 

meet its energy demands. Hydroelectric power too contributes a significant percentage with a total installed capacity of 

just over 40 GW. The total installed capacity of grid-interactive renewable power—which consists of wind, solar, biomass 

and small hydro—is just under 43 GW. The installed capacity of nuclear power is 5.78 GW, a mere 1.8 percent of the 

total capacity.  In terms of actual power generation, the total electricity generation in India in 2014-15 was 1,278 terawatt 

hour (TWh), of which nuclear contributed just under three percent. 

Estimates for nuclear power growth: A review 

India currently has 21 operating nuclear reactors at six locations across the country, their combined capacity totalling 

5.8 GW. Its civil nuclear strategy has proceeded largely without fuel or technological assistance from other countries for 

more than 30 years. This was a result of its Peaceful Nuclear Explosion (PNE) in 1974 and its voluntary exclusion from 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which led to India’s isolation from trade in nuclear power plant materials. However, 

the scope for civilian nuclear trade increased significantly beginning in September 2008, following the Nuclear Suppliers 
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Group (NSG) India-specific agreement. Civil nuclear cooperation agreements have since been signed with the US, 

Russia, France, Australia and Kazakhstan, among other countries. 

 

In December 2011, the Indian parliament was informed that nuclear power targets were set at 14.6 GW by 2020 and 

27.5 GW by 2032. This is a reflection of the fact that India currently has five nuclear reactors under construction all due 

to finish by 2017, which would add 3.8 GW, raising the total capacity to 9.6 GW.  The government’s plan for nuclear to 

generate 25 percent of electricity by 2050 could mean between 150 GW and 200 GW of installed nuclear capacity. 

However there are many challenges for nuclear power to replace coal :- 

 Safety issues :- The biggest concern for nuclear power expansion is the growing safety issue as seen in Fukushima 

nuclear disaster. 

 Nuclear energy will still require a potential time period to grow its energy limits in order to match coal energy 

generation. 

 Other renewable energy sources are equally growing fast and catching attention than nuclear energy. 

 The cost involved in setting up nuclear plant and the technology, manufacturing needed is still evolving in India. 

Additional information :- 

Difference between Nuclear and Coal energy 

The main difference between coal energy and nuclear energy is the type of fuel they use. Nuclear energy uses enriched 

radioactive elements like uranium to produce heat in a process called nuclear fission. This process needs to be carefully 

monitored in order to prevent the excessive production of heat and consequent plant meltdown. In contrast, coal energy 

uses coal, a fossil fuel that is burned to produce heat. 

Because of radioactivity, nuclear power plants need to have a lot of safety precautions in order to safeguard their workers 

as well as the general public from radiation while it is being transported. Even the spent fuel rods need to be placed into 

a special disposal facility, and it may take centuries for the radiation to go down to safe levels. Any nuclear fuel also 

needs to be safeguarded as terrorists may use it for dirty bombs. 

Another major difference between coal energy and nuclear energy is the energy density. A small uranium pellet, that’s 

slightly bigger than a pencil eraser, could contain as much energy as a ton of coal. Contrasting between coal and nuclear 

energy, a coal power plant needs to have trucks delivering coal to it on a daily basis while a nuclear power plant may 

have its fuel changed every two years. This results in less pollution due to the transportation of fuel. 

Nuclear energy is also cleaner because it does not pollute the air as it operates. The burning of coal releases carbon gases 

into the atmosphere in huge volumes. In a nuclear power plant, the smoke coming out of its tower is just water vapor. 

Although nuclear energy is better than coal energy, the latter is still in wide use due large to its cheap price. This is 

because coal is still rather abundant in the Earth’s crust. As the resource gets used up, we will see a corresponding 

increase in price just like what’s happening with oil right now. 
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Coal is a very old energy source that is very dirty. Nuclear energy is a very attractive alternative since it is viewed to be 

sustainable. The technology just needs to be perfected and multiple safety measures put in place in order to safeguard 

the public from the radiation. 

 

Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in everyday 

life 

Q) What is RNA interference (RNAi) and antisense technology? Discuss their significance 

for India. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

RNA interference (RNAi) and antisense technology- 

RNA interference (RNAi) is a natural process that cells use to ‘turn off’ or silence unwanted or harmful genes. The initial 

discovery of this phenomenon was in 1991, by scientists trying to deepen the colour of petunias. Surprisingly, by 

introducing a gene for colour, they found that they had turned off the gene. 

While RNAi is a gene silencing technology that inhibits protein synthesis in target cells using double-stranded RNA, 

antisense technology achieves the same result through single-stranded RNA. 

Gene silencing by RNAi 

These are the stages of the process as it pertains to disease control: 

 Identify the target disease or condition 

 Identify the target protein that is strongly associated with the condition 

 Identify the gene sequence that codes for that protein 

 Make a dsRNA molecule to target a small section of the gene sequence 

 Deliver the dsRNA molecule to the target cell in the target organ. 

 If the level of mRNA and the protein in the cell both decrease by at least 70%, it is likely that a successful gene 

silencing molecule has been developed. However, delivery to the target cells and organs can be difficult. 

Their significance- 

 RNAi has huge significance within the Indian context, considering the deep-seated resistance over the years to Bt 

cotton and other genetically modified seeds. 

 Recently, genetically modified mustard received regulatory approval from the genetic engineering appraisal 

committee, only to get stalled later on account of a petition filed before the Supreme Court. 

 While it is imperative that India develops a more scientifically informed approach to regulating genetically 

modified crops, RNA-reliant solutions could be a viable alternative. 

 In addition, RNAi technologies are now known to formulate drugs capable of reducing cholesterol levels by half. 

This technology also finds immense importance in treating acute viral infections like acquired immunodeficiency 

syndrome (AIDS), perhaps because of the well-studied life cycle and pattern of gene expression of the human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV). 

 Antisense technology has shown promising results in producing a variety of tomato with increased shelf-life 

commonly known as Flavr Savr. The future could potentially be witness to the use of antisense technology to target 

cancer. 

India faces two major challenges hindering progress in RNAi and antisense technologies. 

 First is the lack of efficient and targeted delivery vehicles for these potential RNA molecules. While, the Institute 

of Chemical Technology, Mumbai, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Thiruvananthapuram, and 

Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru, have developed drug delivery vehicles capable of delivering proteins, much 

less has been done to develop vehicles capable of carrying silencing reagents such as small interfering RNA (siRNA). 

Though this is one of the objectives of a stand-alone programme on nano-biotechnology under department of 

biotechnology, research gaps continue to exist. 
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 Second, the relatively minimal development of silencing reagents that ensure significant, specific, consistent and 

lasting knockdown of the target gene. The drug controller general of India (DCGI) has granted its nod to the first-

ever clinical trial of siRNA therapy in India developed by Biocon in collaboration with Quark Pharmaceuticals, US, 

in 2016. The number of such trials is negligible when compared to the total number of clinical trials in our country. 

India, in order to deal with the first constraint, needs to develop domestic facilities focusing on nanotechnology-based 

targeted RNA-delivery product development. Nanotechnology being a multidisciplinary field must evoke cooperation 

and partnership among government ministries (both at the Central and state level), research organizations, and private 

sector donors. 

At all levels of government, there must be active collaboration with research institutions in the US, Russia, Japan, and 

other early movers in this space, in terms of the training and development of human resources. Academic institutions 

and governmental agencies must organize nationwide seminars and symposiums to highlight the importance of 

nanotechnology in the fourth industrial revolution. 

In order to address the second challenge, India must enhance its competence around bioinformatics. Start-ups in the 

bioinformatics field must work on developing design algorithms for the development of safer, less toxic and more stable 

silencing reagents. While India has seen some progress in this area, sustainable improvements in bioinformatics 

research would require an increased number of trained scientists becoming experts in the discipline. 

 

Q) What is the technology used in Electronic Voting Machines that India uses? Can they 

be hacked? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

After the debacle of BSP in Uttar Pradesh and Aam Aadmi Party in the Delhi municipal elections, large number of 

political leaders of these parties have accused that EVMs could be tempered easily and demanded the replacement of 

EVMs by ballot paper. Even Mr Bharadwaj of the AAP had produced a prototype of the EVM which could be easily 

hacked. 

Design and Technology used in the EVM- 

 An EVM consists of two units, control unit and balloting unit. The two units are joined by a five-meter cable. 

Balloting unit facilitates voting by voter via labelled buttons while control unit controls the ballot units, stores 

voting counts and displays the results on 7 segment LED displays. 

 The controller used in EVMs has its operating program etched permanently in silicon at the time of manufacturing 

by the manufacturer. No one (including the manufacturer) can change the program once the controller is 

manufactured. 

 EVMs are powered by an ordinary 6 volt alkaline battery manufactured by Bharat Electronics Limited, Bangalore 

and Electronics Corporation of India Limited, Hyderabad. This design enables the use of EVMs throughout the 

country without interruptions because several parts of India do not have power supply and/or erratic power supply 

and due to the low voltage, there is absolutely no risk of any voter getting an electric shock. 

 An EVM can record a maximum of 2000 votes and can cater to a maximum of 64 candidates. There is provision 

for 16 candidates in a single balloting unit and up to a maximum of 4 units can be connected in parallel. 

 The conventional ballot paper/box method of polling is used if the number of candidates exceeds 64. It is not 

possible to vote more than once by pressing the button again and again. As soon as a particular button on the 

balloting unit is pressed, the vote is recorded for that particular candidate and the machine gets locked. Even if one 

presses that button further or any other button, no further vote will be recorded. This way the EVMs ensure the 

principle of “one person, one vote”. 

Can they be hacked? 

Mr. Bhardwaj of AAP recently showed that the use of malicious code (“secret codes”) by a voter affiliated to a certain 

party could fix the results to be different from the actual tally and in favour of that party and, ergo, demonstrated that 

the machine could be hacked.  He went on to allude that this is how EVMs are being hacked in the country and that it is 

easily possible to do the same with the ECI’s EVMs. 
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 In reality, the ECI’s EVM does not allow for any trojan horse (malicious code) enabled key presses. Only one key 

press on the ballot unit is allowed during the act of voting and recognised by the control unit, so the use of a secret 

code to lock the tally in favour of a party as alleged by the demonstration does not hold true in the case of the ECI’s 

EVM. 

 Bhardwaj later claimed in his presentation that a simple change of the “motherboard” in the ECI’s EVM was enough 

to render the manipulations of the kind he demonstrated as possible.  In other words, if the ECI’s EVM was 

manipulated by the change of its microcontroller, it could function in the manner he demonstrated. 

But for that to happen, a large-scale operation of changing the microcontroller embedded in every EVM to be used in an 

election is required, and this is only possible if there is direct collusion between the ECI authorities who are in charge of 

storage, commissioning and allocation (which is done via several stages of randomisation) and the political party that is 

orchestrating this mass fraud. 

That is, every administrative safeguard instituted by the ECI would have to deliberately violated by its own officials to 

allow for the manipulation.  

 Further quality control checks are done during and after manufacture, and besides these, the ECI’s new models 

(M2 and M3) prevent tamper-proofing by time-stamping key presses and provide for encryptions and tracking 

software that handle EVM logistics. 

Thus the EVMs used in the elections are far more safe and secured than what some of the political leaders are pretending 

to. Election Commission is working continuously to accommodate better technology and put in place adequate 

safeguards for the non-tempered functioning of the EVMs. 

Advantages in using EVMs- 

 The most important advantage is that the printing of millions of ballot papers can be dispensed with, as only one 

ballot paper is required for fixing on the Balloting Unit at each polling station instead of one ballot paper for each 

individual elector. This results in huge savings by way of cost of paper, printing, transportation, storage and 

distribution. 

 Secondly, counting is very quick and the result can be declared within 2 to 3 hours as compared to 30-40 hours, on 

an average, under the conventional system. 

 Thirdly, there are no invalid votes under the system of voting under EVMs. The importance of this will be better 

appreciated, if it is remembered that in every General Election, the number of invalid votes is more than the 

winning margin between the winning candidate and the second candidate, in a number of constituencies. To this 

extent, the choice of the electorate will be more correctly reflected when EVMs are used. 

Conclusion- 

The EVM, just as any other machine, needs to constantly evolve in order to remain secure and workable under any 

condition while at the same time keeping its operations simple. The introduction of the VVPAT should enable another 

layer of accountability to the EVM. To seek to improve the use of EVMs and to secure them better is one thing; to call 

them faulty machines which are being deliberately manipulated by a pliant system that is in cahoots with dominant 

political actors is another, considering the experience of its use for the past two decades and repeated clarifications and 

improvements made to them by the ECI. This amounts to delegitimising the entire system of an accountable and 

independent ECI that conducts elections with the participation of other administrative actors as watchdogs and checks 

over it. 

 

Q) Examine how Geographic information system is playing a huge role in initiatives such 

as Digital India and Smart Cities Mission. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- A geographic information system (GIS) is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, 

manage, and present spatial or geographic data. The acronym GIS is sometimes used for geographic information science 

(GIScience) to refer to the academic discipline that studies geographic information systems and is a large domain within 

the broader academic discipline of geo informatics. What goes beyond a GIS is a spatial data infrastructure, a concept 

that has no such restrictive boundaries. 

In general, the term describes any information system that integrates, stores, edits, analyzes, shares, and 

displays geographic information. GIS applications are tools that allow users to create interactive queries (user-created 
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searches), analyze spatial information, edit data in maps, and present the results of all these operations. Geographic 

information science is the science underlying geographic concepts, applications, and systems. 

GIS is a broad term that can refer to a number of different technologies, processes, and methods. It is attached to many 

operations and has many applications related to engineering, planning, management, transport/logistics, insurance, 

telecommunications, and business. For that reason, GIS and location intelligence applications can be the foundation for 

many location-enabled services that rely on analysis and visualization. 

ROLE OF GIS IN DIGITAL INDIA AND SMART CITY MISSION :- 

 The Digital India initiative is under way with 22 projects on digital infrastructure and on-demand government 

services. 

 The Smart Cities Mission aims to transform more than 100 cities to become more citizen-friendly and sustainable. 

With these initiatives, India is becoming a leader in digital transformation. 

 These capabilities are being used across all sectors of the economy, including natural resources, business, 

transportation, emergency response, health care, and urban planning. 

 In disaster management and the military, threats are being assessed, and advanced planning is helping to minimize 

impacts. In health care, GIS was instrumental in containing Africa’s Ebola epidemic. Health care workers are also 

using GIS to track child immunizations, and they are conducting research to ensure that patients receive effective 

treatment. 

 Cities such as Bhubaneswar and Bhopal have defined and are implementing the smart city vision with GIS at its 

heart. The key innovation has been in institutionalizing the use of GIS across the city functions and citizen services. 

Cities use GIS for property taxation, water distribution, smart waste management, public safety, emergency 

response and management, and in health and education services. 

The following are some examples of what some Indian organizations are doing with GIS technology: 

 The Karnataka State Natural Disaster Monitoring Centre provides real-time weather information, forecasts, early 

warnings, and advisories about natural disasters in the state. The organization deployed GIS to aggregate 

information coming from 6,000 rain gauges and more than 750 weather stations that transmit data every 15 

minutes. This solution automated a system that was largely manual, providing a new real-time visualization and 

alerting system. The time it takes to generate reports decreased from 20 hours to 30 minutes. The web-based 

system now allows public users to query and view the weather database. 

 The National Dairy Development Board applied GIS to dairy planning across India, bringing together all 

stakeholders down to the village level. It allowed for the analysis of the entire distribution network to maximize 

coverage and identify new locations for collection centres to improve milk quality. GIS is shared across marketing, 

processing, and collection departments to better coordinate operations. 

 Cairn India Ltd, one of the largest independent oil and gas exploration and production companies in India, has 

been using GIS in its exploration division since it began operations. It has since extended GIS use to its land, 

projects, environment, operations, and security departments. GIS has improved operations in each department 

and has become critical in the boardroom, where projects can be visualized and analyzed for quick and accurate 

decision-making. 

 The department of ecology, environment and remote sensing for the state of Jammu and Kashmir has deployed 

GIS to analyse its healthcare network. The department faced problems connecting patients to basic healthcare 

facilities in far-flung areas. By using GIS to model the rough terrain and travel times based on available 

transportation, department staff identified 237 new sites for health care centres. The additional facilities ensure 

that each patient can reach a centre within 60 minutes. 

 

Q) What do you understand by telematics? Discuss its applications. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- Telematics is an interdisciplinary field that encompasses telecommunications, vehicular technologies, 

road transportation, road safety, electrical engineering (sensors, instrumentation, wireless communications, etc.), and 

computer science (multimedia, Internet, etc.). Telematics can involve any of the following: 
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 The technology of sending, receiving and storing information via telecommunication devices in conjunction with 

effecting control on remote objects 

 The integrated use of telecommunications and informatics for application in vehicles and with control of vehicles 

on the move 

 Global navigation satellite system(GNSS) technology integrated with computers and mobile communications 

technology in automotive navigation systems 

 (most narrowly) the use of such systems within road vehicles, also called vehicle telematics 

Applications:- 

Vehicle tracking 

Vehicle tracking is monitoring the location, movements, status and behaviour of a vehicle or fleet of vehicles. This is 

achieved through a combination of a GPS(GNSS) receiver and an electronic device (usually comprising a GSM GPRS 

modem or SMS sender) installed in each vehicle, communicating with the user (dispatching, emergency or co-ordinating 

unit) and PC-based or web-based software. The data is turned into information by management reporting tools in 

conjunction with a visual display on computerised mapping software. Vehicle tracking systems may also use odometry 

or dead reckoning as an alternative or complementary means of navigation. 

Trailer tracking 

Trailer tracking is tracking the movements and position of an articulated vehicle’s trailer unit, through the use of a 

location unit fitted to the trailer and a method of returning the position data via mobile communication network or 

geostationary satellite communications, for use through either PC- or web-based software. 

Container tracking 

Freight containers can be tracked by GPS using a similar approach to that used for trailer tracking i.e. a battery-powered 

GPS device communicating its position via mobile phone or satellite communications. Benefits of this approach include 

increased security and the possibility to reschedule the container transport movements based on accurate information 

about its location. 

Fleet management 

Fleet management is the management of a company’s fleet. Fleet management includes the management of ships and 

or motor vehicles such as cars, vans and trucks. Fleet (vehicle) Management can include a range of Fleet Management 

functions, such as vehicle financing, vehicle maintenance, vehicle telematics (tracking and diagnostics), driver 

management, fuel management, health and safety management and dynamic vehicle scheduling. 

Satellite navigation 

Satellite navigation in the context of vehicle telematics is the technology of using a GPS and electronic mapping tool to 

enable the driver of a vehicle to locate a position, plan a route and navigate a journey. 

Mobile data 

Mobile data is the use of wireless data communications using radio waves to send and receive real time computer data 

to, from and between devices used by field based personnel. These devices can be fitted solely for use while in the vehicle 

(Fixed Data Terminal) or for use in and out of the vehicle (Mobile Data Terminal).  

Wireless vehicle safety communications 

Wireless vehicle safety communications telematics aid in car safety and road safety. It is an electronic sub-system in a 

car or other vehicle for the purpose of exchanging safety information, about such things as road hazards and the locations 

and speeds of vehicles, over short range radio links. This may involve temporary ad hoc wireless local area networks. 

Emergency warning system for vehicles 

Telematics technologies are self-orientating open network architecture structures of variable programmable intelligent 

beacons developed for application in the development of intelligent vehicles, with the intent to accord (blend, or mesh) 

warning information with surrounding vehicles in the vicinity of travel, intra-vehicle, and infrastructure. Emergency 

warning systems for vehicles telematics are developed particularly for international harmonisation and standardisation 

of vehicle-to-vehicle, infrastructure-to-vehicle, and vehicle-to-infrastructure real-time Dedicated Short Range 

Communication (DSRC) systems. 
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Topic: Awareness in the field of Space; biotechnology 

Q) What’s the scientific principle behind proposal of time travel by using time machines? 

Explain. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Time travel is the concept of movement (such as by a human) between certain points in time, analogous to movement 

between different points in space, typically using a hypothetical device known as a time machine, in the form of a vehicle 

or of a portal connecting distant points in time. Time travel is a recognized concept in philosophy and fiction, but 

traveling to an arbitrary point in time has a very limited support in theoretical physics, and usually only connected with 

quantum mechanics. 

Scientific principle- 

A US scientist has developed a mathematical model for a viable time machine—an advance that could bring popular 

science-fiction closer to reality. Using math and physics, Ben Tippett, from University of British Columbia in Canada, 

has created a formula that describes a method for time travel. As per, Tippett the division of space into three dimensions, 

with time in a separate dimension by itself, is incorrect. The four dimensions should be imagined simultaneously, where 

different directions are connected, as a space-time continuum. 

Using Einstein’s theory, the curvature of space-time accounts for the curved orbits of the planets. In “flat” space-time, 

planets and stars would move in straight lines. In the vicinity of a massive star, space-time geometry becomes curved 

and the straight trajectories of nearby planets will follow the curvature and bend around star. The general theory of 

relativity extends the special theory to cover gravity, illustrating it in terms of curvature in space-time caused by mass-

energy and the flow of momentum. General relativity describes the universe under a system of field equations, and there 

exist solutions to these equations that permit what are called “closed time-like curves”, and hence time travel into the 

past. The first of these was proposed by Kurt Gödel, a solution known as the Gödel metric, but his (and many others’) 

example requires the universe to have physical characteristics that it does not appear to have. Whether general relativity 

forbids closed time-like curves for all realistic conditions is unknown. 

Wormholes- 

Wormholes are a hypothetical warped space-time which are permitted by the Einstein field equations of general 

relativity. A proposed time-travel machine using a traversable wormhole would hypothetically work in the following 

way: One end of the wormhole is accelerated to some significant fraction of the speed of light, perhaps with some 

advanced propulsion system, and then brought back to the point of origin. Alternatively, another way is to take one 

entrance of the wormhole and move it to within the gravitational field of an object that has higher gravity than the other 

entrance, and then return it to a position near the other entrance. 

 

Q) As India’s first indigenous aircraft carrier, INS Vikrant, is in its final stage of 

construction at the Cochin Shipyard. Discuss its significance for India. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

About INS Vikrant- 

 INS Vikrant (IAC-I) is the first aircraft carrier built in India and the first Vikrant-class aircraft carrier built 

by Cochin Shipyard (CSL) in Kochi, Kerala for the Indian Navy. The motto of the ship is Jayema Sam Yudhi 

Sprdhah which is taken from Rig Veda and is translated as “I defeat those who fight against me”. 

 The carrier is 262 m long, 62 m at the widest part and with a depth of 30 m minus the superstructure. There are 14 

decks in all, including five in the superstructure. 

 It features a Short Take-Off But Arrested Recovery(STOBAR) configuration with a ski-jump. The deck is designed 

to enable aircraft such as the MiG-29K to operate from the carrier. It is expected to carry an air group of up to thirty 

aircraft, which will include up to 24–26 fixed-wing combat aircraft, primarily the Mikoyan MiG-29K . 

 The naval variant of the HAL Tejas was rejected by the navy on Dec 2, 2016 for being overweight. Besides carrying 

10 Kamov Ka-31 or Westland Sea King The Ka-31 will fulfill the airborne early warning (AEW) role and the Sea 

King will provide anti-submarine warfare (ASW) capability. 
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 Vikrant is powered by four General Electric LM2500+gas turbines on two shafts, generating over 80 megawatts 

(110,000 hp) of power. The gearboxes for the carriers were designed and supplied by Elecon Engineering. 

 Once operational, Vikrant is going to sport a gender-sensitive living environment and infrastructure, with 

provision to accommodate eight women officers. The ship will then accommodate 1,645 personnel in all, including 

196 officers. 

 For now the Navy has only one carrier, INS Vikramaditya , contracted from Russia under a $2.3-billion deal and 

inducted into service in November 2013.INS Viraat was recently retired from service after cumulatively serving the 

British and Indian Navies for over 50 years. In that line, when the new INS Vikrant joins the Navy sometime after 

2020, it would be the fourth aircraft carrier to defend India’s shores. Each of these carriers has grown in size, 

capability and sophistication adding more teeth to Navy’s power projection. 

 The first Vikrant displaced 20,000 tonnes and operated a mix of Westland Sea Kings, HAL Chetak and Sea Harrier 

jets. Viraat displaced 28,500 tonnes andVikramaditya displaces 45,400 tonnes. The new Vikrant will displace 

40,000 tonnes. 

Significance for India- 

An aircraft carrier is a command platform epitomising ‘dominance’ over a large area, ‘control’ over vast expanses of the 

ocean and all aspects of maritime strength. It makes India only the fifth country after the US, Russia, Britain and France 

to have such capabilities of developing indigenous aircraft carrier. 

 In support of Land Battles- 

During the 1971 operations for liberation of Bangladesh, the aircraft onboard INS Vikrant was employed very 

successfully to strike strategic targets deep inside the erstwhile East Pakistan. It is important to note that as long as 

much of India’s land boundary (stretching from north-west to north-east) remains disputed, the potential of a border 

conflict, and thereby the likelihood of such a need, will persist. Thus the new Aircraft carrier would give strategic 

advantage to India in case of future conflicts. 

 Security of Sea-Lines of Communication– 

In the event of a military conflict, a carrier is the only naval asset that can provide a comprehensive protection to 

merchant shipping carrying strategic commodities to India. The Indian naval chief recently expressed apprehensions on 

the future vulnerability of energy imports through the Strait of Hormuz due to China’s strategic “foothold” in Pakistan’s 

Gwadar port.  

Like Gwadar, many other locations (“pearls”) in the Indian Ocean littoral dispersed along the arterial shipping routes 

bear a similar potential. Owing to the ongoing diversification of energy sources away from the Persian Gulf area, these 

distant Security of Sea-Lines of Communication (SLOCs) and thereby Aircraft carriers are also assuming strategic 

significance for India. 

 Maintaining Influence in IOR: 

India’s security is directly linked to and closely enmeshed with that of the Indian Ocean and the adjoining littoral region 

(IOR)—the area of its primary strategic interest. The Chinese “pearls” in the Indian Ocean, besides addressing Beijing’s 

strategic vulnerability in terms of its energy imports is likely to be aimed at “displacing” India’s influence in the IOR. 

A possible Chinese politico-military intervention in the region will seriously impinge on India’s security. In that sense, 

a aircraft carrier like Vikrant can best bestow on India a capability to maintain its influence in these waters and achieve 

a strategic “dissuasion” against any inimical extra-regional power. 

 Safeguarding Vital Interests Overseas: 

Carrier aviation will enable India to safeguard its strategic interests overseas, not only in the IOR but also beyond. India’s 

economic/strategic stakes are conspicuously increasing in Afro-Asian states, many of which are plagued by political, 

socio-economic and ethnic instabilities. 

Besides, many Indian citizens are working in these countries, and past events have amply demonstrated how their lives 

and property can be jeopardised. New Delhi will need to safeguard these interests in conjunction with the host nations. 

When the operational situation so warrants, it may be preferable to carry out precision air-strikes to “soften” the target 

before inserting ground forces, since to do otherwise may lead to avoidable casualties. 
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 Security of Island Territories: 

Integral naval aviation is essential for defence of India’s far-flung island territories, particularly the Andaman and 

Nicobar Islands (A&N) that lie more than 1,000 km from the Indian mainland. These islands are also extremely 

vulnerable due to their geographical spread, and the fact that most of these are uninhabited. 

The possibility of foreign military occupation or claim may be unlikely in the foreseeable future, but cannot be ruled out 

altogether. The take-over of the Falklands Islands by Argentina was also considered a remote possibility until it actually 

occurred in 1982. By all indicators, high-value naval/air assets are unlikely to be based in the A&N Islands. This makes 

the aircraft carrier indispensable, even as a deterrent. 

 Non-military Missions: 

 Although the concept of a carrier is essentially centred on its military role, such a platform would substantially increase 

India’s operational options to respond to a natural disaster in the regional seas or littoral. While it has begun inducting 

large sealift platforms with integral helicopters like the INS Jalashwa Landing Platform Dock (LPD), a disaster of a large 

magnitude may necessitate the employment of a carrier. 

Akin to a floating city, a carrier like Vikrant can provide virtually unlimited sealift, substantial airlift and all conceivable 

essential services ranging from freshwater to electric supply, and medical to engineering expertise. There is an effort to 

further enhance the usefulness of a carrier for such roles, such as by incorporating a modular concept. It incorporates 

modular spaces/containers carrying specialised personnel, engineering equipment, medical facilities, etc., which can be 

rapidly deployed for specific missions. 

Conclusion- 

Not the least important is the employment of a carrier like Vikrant to fulfill the politico-diplomatic role of the navy. The 

large platform is an awesome symbol of national power. Its overseas missions and port-calls, when used with prudence 

and in a non-threatening pose, can yield intangible, but substantial, dividends to the country. 

 

Q) Recently, the Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee, an Environment Ministry body 

that evaluates genetically modified crops, approved transgenic mustard for environmental 

release. Discuss the nature of concerns that are expressed regarding cultivation of GM 

mustard and the role of government in allaying these concerns. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- DMH-11 is a Genetically Modified (GM) mustard hybrid. Hybrids are normally obtained by crossing 2 

genetically diverse plants from the same species. The 1st-generation offspring resulting from it has higher yields than 

what either of the parents is individually capable of giving. But there is no natural hybridization system in mustard, 

unlike in, say, cotton, maize or tomato. This is because its flowers contain both the female (pistil) and male (stamen) 

reproductive organs, making the plant naturally self-pollinating. 

What scientist has done is to create a viable hybridization system in mustard using GM technology. The resulting GM 

mustard hybrid, it is claimed, gives 25-30% more yield than the best varieties such as ‘Varuna’ currently grown in the 

country.  

Scientists at the Centre for Genetic Manipulation of Crop Plants (CGMCP) in Delhi University, however, showed that 

this problem could be addressed by crossing Indian mustard cultivars with juncea lines of East European origin like 

‘Early Heera’ and ‘Donskaja’. The combination of the 2 divergent gene pools enhanced the crossing options; the resultant 

F1 progeny were found to exhibit significant heterosis. 

Nature of Concerns regarding GM Mustard:- 

 These crops, in most cases are not tested in the wild, thus, there might be wholesale negative manifestations of 

these crops. Suppose a defective trait, gets manifested via pollination across the mustard crops, then it might have 

immense ramifications later on. 

 Smaller Farmers at considerable risk due to players like Mosanto entering into the fray. Industrialization of 

agriculture might come at the cost of wiping out small agro society all together. 

 Chances of IPR based problems arising with these GM crops are immense. Thus, we instead of giving food security 

an uplift, might find ourselves brimming in Patent thickets. 
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 Bacillus Thuringenesis and its ramifications on human gut was often downplayed by the GM enthusiasts. Playing 

with GM might be like playing with wild fire, since an outbreak of a carcinogenic pattern related to these crops 

might not be easily traced. Also with their pollination with the normal agricultural mustard, such traits may be 

carried forward into these plants too. 

Role of Government in allaying these concerns: 

 Set up World Class testing facilities to test a GM crop. Also, introduce it firstly in a pilot project. If successful, 

introduce elsewhere. 

 Allay the fears of small farmers by allowing progressive participation of the private sector. In India, contract 

farming, backward and forward linkages, supply chain management have been insidious problems. So, we need to 

look into the better management of agriculture. e-NAM and such endeavours must be promoted. 

 Low cost seed availability to small and marginal farmers might be at risk. Government might be required to provide 

some sort of DBT facility with regards to GM crops so that small farmers can avail the facility too. 

 Greater stress on Skill India and Make in India, to get rid of the disguised unemployment that will be caused with 

the entry of these players. This will help in the small farmers and marginal labourers attaining skill and moving to 

low skill manufacturing sectors. 

 Changes in the Patenting Regime. But also look into the fact that the insidious histories of Novartis and Bayer 

pharma (Nexvar) do not repeat itself. Already we are in the priority watch list of special 301. So unless clear policies 

are undertaken, we might find ourselves at a greater disadvantage in the eyes of the corporate society. 

 

Q) Discuss the nature of recent ransomware attack on computers worldwide, the dangers 

such attacks pose to individuals and government, and measures needed to prevent such 

attacks. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The menacing spread, starting last Friday, of the malicious software WannaCry, which has since 

infected thousands of computer systems in 150 countries, is a frightening reminder of the vulnerabilities of a connected 

world.  

There are many types of malware that affect a computer ranging from those that steal your information to those that 

just delete everything on it. Ransomware, on the other hand, prevents users from accessing their devices and data till a 

certain amount is paid to its creator as ransom. Ransomware usually locks computers, encrypts the data on it and 

prevents other software and apps from running. The WanaCrypt0r 2.0 bug, for instance, wants $300 to be paid in 

Bitcoins to unlock the affected computers. However, paying the ransom is no guarantee for getting the files will be 

restored and might just open up new attacks. 

Impact of Ransomware attack :- 

Depending on the critical nature of the computer involved, any malware attack can have serious implications in the 

highly digitised worlds we live in. In the WannaCry attack it is reported that many surgeries had to be put off, x-rays 

cancelled and ambulances called back. For many years it has been feared than an attack of this nature can bring public 

utilities or transport systems to a halt. And that is why a lot of stress is being laid on security of these properties across 

the world. If a service like an urban metro rail is target, you can rest assured that the ransom will be way above $300. 

What is the threat to a country like India? 

As India goes increasingly digital, our vulnerability as well as the resultant impact increase too. For instance, a 

ransomware attack can easily hold a service like the Delhi Metro or a power utility to ransom, quite literally. Also, the 

fact that a lot of what we have online is now also connected to the Aadhar data of over a billion Indians makes the threat 

even more real and worrisome. 

Dangers posed to Government and Individual 

Can compromise personal data: Personal data like username, passwords related to banking and social sites can be 

compromised. 

Strategic data: Data relating to strategic sectors like nuclear, defense if compromised would cost dear to the government 

as particular and people of India as a whole. 
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Money Loss: As hackers are demanding the $300 to unlock the files it may result in huge money loss to the people all 

over the world. 

Measures needed 

Use of authorized software As present ransomware mainly affects pirated windows XP version we should always use 

genuine version of operating system 

Stakeholders: Stakeholders from all over the world like CERT-IN and different cyber security agencies should held 

meetings regularly to keep watch on hackers and cyber threats. 

Impart education: In India, institutes and colleges should be opened to impart education relating to ethical hacking and 

government should provide incentives to such institutes and students to make a career in cyber security. 

It is obvious now this type of threats will arise owing to the digitalization all over the world. We must be ready to face 

such threats in the letter and spirit. 

 

Q) Examine social, economic and environmental reasons why GM mustard should not be 

cultivated. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The regulator of the genetically modified crops has given the green signal for commercial cultivation 

of GM mustard in the country. In a submission to the Environment Ministry, Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee 

has given a positive recommendation but with certain conditions. With the GEAC nod, the GM mustard developed 

by the Delhi University gets closer to become India’s first edible GM crop. Several groups are opposing the 

GEAC’s decision as it might affect allied agricultural activities, health of the people etc. The Centre for Genetic 

Manipulation of Crop Plants (CGMCP), Delhi University South Campus, had submitted an application to the GEAC for 

the environmental release of GM mustard (Brassica juncea) hybrid DMH-11 and the use of parental events (varuna bn 

3.6 and EH2 mod bs 2.99) for the development of a new generation of hybrids. 

Why it should not be cultivated? 

 India needs technological interventions in agriculture and other fields but the issue of genetically modified crops 

has always been controversial. Mustard is used for edible oil, their leaves are eaten and it is also used as ayurvedic 

medicine. Its impact on health of the people, environment, soil, groundwater or food chain is not known yet. The 

glufosinate-based herbicide to which the proposed GM mustard is tolerant will also have adverse impacts on health. 

A herbicide-tolerant crop promotes constant exposure to a single herbicide which eventually results in weeds 

becoming resistant. 

 There are social and economic concerns attached to any technology as well. In this case, farmers especially in 

Punjab and other mustard growing areas have said that they don’t need new varieties. They need better policy, 

pricing and to rationalize the input costs against the cost which they get after selling it in the markets. If these 

problems cannot be solved, bringing in another technology might not solve the problem. 

 GEAC needs to be a transparent body. it should put it in the public domain that on what grounds it has approved 

GM mustard for citizens to analyze and stay aware whether it is good for them or not. If there is a lack of trust on 

the part of people who are to use it, it will be like forcing something upon them. India is a signatory to Cartagena 

Protocolon biosafety where it has committed to public participation in decision making. 

 There has to be strong liability lawsif there are any environmental hazards or if something goes wrong in future 

which are not there in India at present. 

 The pesticide industry’s efforts to influence policymakers and regulators have obstructed reforms globally. Their 

business model aims only at making profit. 

 Allowing the cultivation of GM mustard would lead to a direct attack on women involved in the mustard crop 

weeding. 

The social, economic and environmental impacts associated with it are 

Social: 

 Livelihood: Herbicide resistant GM crop will negatively affect the livelihood of poor women whose livelihood 

dependent on weed removal 
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 Bee-keeping: The herbicide will affect some of communities who carry out bee-keeping activity as the use of 

herbicide will indiscriminate due to herbicide resistant GM mustard crop. 

 Stratification in Society: Higher input cost will keep marginalized farmers out which shall perpetuate existing stark 

inequality in agriculture as well as society 

 Health: Herbicide resistant crops are know to cause birth defects in children, Alzheimer disease and Autism 

Economic: 

 Higher yield: While GM mustard envisages higher yields, it has been seen that higher yield in GM crop has been 

from non-GM countries compared to GM ones. Rather than GM, we should focus on System of Mustard 

Intensification which was successfully conducted in Bihar under aegis of World Bank 

 Higher Consumer Cost: Mustard shall become dearer which will have negative impact on consumers. 

 Oligopoly: GM market is dominated by a few oligopoly firms which can lead to negative impact. 

Environmental: 

 Pesticide: Use of it may reduce however the use of higher herbicide may have negative impact on ecology 

 Seed diversity: Shall reduce and have a negative impact on environment. 

Conclusion: 

Agriculture is a state subject therefore, it is important for the Centre to take into consideration the views of State 

Governments as well. It is expected that the Supreme Court will ensure protection of Indian consumers and farmers as 

giving a nod to GM mustard will pave the way for clearance to other GM crops as well whether the impact is good or bad. 

 

Topic:  Issues relating to intellectual property rights 

Q) In the light of India’s IPR policy, examine the role of IP in promoting innovation. (200 

Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Broadly speaking, the term ‘IP’ refers to unique, value-adding creations of the human intellect that results from human 

ingenuity, creativity and inventiveness. An IP right is thus a legal right, which is based on the relevant national law 

encompassing that particular type of intellectual property right. Such a legal right comes into existence only when the 

requirements of the relevant IP law are met and, if required, it is granted or registered after following the prescribed 

procedure under that law. 

The grant of a property right by the government, albeit generally for a limited period of time, over useful intangible 

intellectual output provides the owner of such legal property rights the right to exclude all others from commercially 

benefiting from it. In other words, the legal rights prohibit all others from using the underlying IP asset for commercial 

purposes without the prior consent of the IP right holder. The different types of IP rights include trade secrets, utility 

models, patents, trademarks, geographical indications, industrial designs, layout designs of integrated circuits, 

copyright and related rights, and new varieties of plants. 

Important highlights from India’s IPR policy- 

 The Policy aims to push IPRs as a marketable financial asset, promote innovation and entrepreneurship, while 

protecting public interest. 

 In order to have strong and effective IPR laws, steps would be taken — including review of existing IP laws — to 

update and improve them or to remove anomalies and inconsistencies. 

 The policy is entirely compliant with the WTO’s agreement on TRIPS. 

 Special thrust on awareness generation and effective enforcement of IPRs, besides encouragement of IP 

commercialisation through various incentives. 

 India will engage constructively in the negotiation of international treaties and agreements in consultation with 

stakeholders. The government will examine accession to some multilateral treaties which are in India’s interest, 
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and become a signatory to those treaties which India has de facto implemented to enable it to participate in their 

decision making process, the policy said. 

 It suggests making the department of industrial policy and promotion (DIPP) the nodal agency for all IPR issues. 

Copyrights related issues will also come under DIPP’s ambit from that of the Human Resource Development (HRD) 

Ministry. 

 Films, music, industrial drawings will be all covered by copyright. 

 The Policy also seeks to facilitate domestic IPR filings, for the entire value chain from IPR generation to 

commercialization. It aims to promote research and development through tax benefits. 

 It also says “India will continue to utilize the legislative space and flexibilities available in international treaties and 

the TRIPS Agreement.” These flexibilities include the sovereign right of countries to use provisions such as Section 

3(d) and CLs for ensuring the availability of essential and life-saving drugs at affordable prices. 

 The policy left the country’s patent laws intact and specifically did not open up Section 3(d) of the Patents Act, 

which sets the standard for what is considered an invention in India, for reinterpretation. 

Role of IP in promoting Innovation- 

 As there are many players involved in facilitating the market success of an innovation, the effective use of the tools 

of IP will play an important role in reducing risk for the players involved, who may then be able to reap acceptable 

returns for their participation in the process. 

 IP plays an important role in facilitating the process of taking innovative technology to the market place. At the 

same time, IP plays a major role in enhancing competitiveness of technology-based enterprises, whether such 

enterprises are commercializing new or improved products or providing service on the basis of a new or improved 

technology. 

 Intellectual property serves as the foundation of innovation in the economy. IP, particularly patents, often play a 

crucial role in facilitating access to business angels, providers of early stage capital, including seed capital, venture 

capitalists, financial institutions, and the like who/which may provide a “lifeline” for an invention to reach the 

marketplace. 

 IP rights can also facilitate the establishment of joint ventures. SMEs facing serious financial constraints but rich 

with IP assets may find this form of partnership strategically useful. Ownership of patent and trade secrets may 

play a crucial role in attracting potential partners. Sometimes, an enterprise with patented product and/or valuable 

trade secrets may find it strategically beneficial to enter into a joint venture arrangement with an enterprise with a 

strong trademark so as to secure more sales. 

 Government-granted rights incentivize discovery and creativity by providing creators with an opportunity to profit 

from the value of their innovative work. In exchange, the creative work is made public so that others may build on 

and benefit from the work of the original creator. 

 Laws protecting intellectual property also reduce the transaction costs between inventors and industry by providing 

information about the quality of the invention without jeopardizing the ownership of the idea. 

 For the entrepreneur, intellectual property in the form of patents, trademarks, and copyrights can be especially 

valuable. Patents, for example, have been shown to increase firm productivity and, more immediately, a firm’s 

market value. Patent applications held by young firms also correlate with higher valuations by investors, provided 

those applications are not software-based. 

 Intellectual Property (IP) systems can be critical for firms to transform their innovation potential and creativity 

into market value and competitiveness. 

 Since successful innovation includes taking a new product to market, other IP tools become very relevant. Above 

all, trademarks and industrial designs play an important role in the marketing process. These enable consumers to 

identify a product/service of a particular company and enable them to distinguish the product from other similar 

product. 

 Intellectual property rights (IPR) allow innovators to protect their inventions. They may also have multiple other 

functions, such as signaling current and prospective value to investors, competitors and partners, accessing 

knowledge markets and networks, and preventing rivals from patenting related inventions. 
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 Effective IP systems can facilitate access to finance and the development of markets for technology, both of which 

help innovative businesses. Such systems also provide incentives to invest in R&D and innovation, and can 

encourage technology co-operation with firms, universities and PRIs. 

Conclusion- 

Intellectual property rights can be used effectively to facilitate successful innovation. Innovative technologies stand a 

better chance of successfully reaching the marketplace if IP is used strategically. Gauging the importance of IP in 

innovation by merely focusing on patents as input and/or output of innovation, does not do justice to the significant role 

that can be played by the other tools of IP. A broader approach to the contribution of IP in innovation is therefore needed. 

 

Q) In your opinion, what reforms should be introduced to prevent crisis in public sector 

banks. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- Financial institutions hold promise for not just for the sustainability of financial environment but for 

the overall progress and development of the nation. Considering the importance of healthy financial institution time 

demands reform in administrative approach towards it. The needs of 1970’s favoured nationalisation of banks to ensure 

financial inclusion, enhance deposit & saving habit among the mass, to reduce population per branch ratio etc. but with 

the pass of 4 decade the thing & theme of financial system has undergone vast change and hence some reforms are 

needed to prevent crisis in public sector banks. 

 Government ownership of the Indian banking sector needs to be drastically reduced. Reducing the government 

equity below 51%, and attracting some strategic investors, would be a very major step. It will not only reduce the 

pressure on the budget to provide funds for recapitalization, it will also set the stage for a more commercial 

orientation for public sector banks. This is critical if public sector banks are to compete more effectively with private 

sector banks. 

 Allow new private sector banks to bloom. Privatization of public sector banks will necessarily be a slow process. It 

requires legislative change. Investor interest in many of the weaker banks will most likely be absent.The 

government should thus shift its attention away from the current enthusiasm for public sector bank consolidation 

to promoting bank competition through the creation of new private banks.  

 India needs a more diverse financial system so that banks are not burdened with tasks they are not suited for. The 

current mountain of bad debts can at least partly be explained by the pressure from New Delhi during the tenure 

of the previous government to fund large infrastructure projects as well as generally push lending at a rate that was 

far faster than the underlying growth in nominal gross domestic product. The result was a credit bubble that later 

popped. 

 Accelerating recoveries from NPAs:-The traditional strategy for dealing with NPAs has been to reschedule the 

loans. However, this helps only where projects suffer from a short-term “liquidity problem”. It cannot help when 

there is a “solvency problem”, i.e. the income stream simply cannot service the debt even over a longer period. Most 

of the large NPAs reflect solvency problems. revenue streams were overestimated and costs have increased beyond 

original projections. Hence schemes like strategic debt restructuring is needed. 

 No discriminatory regulation on PSBs: The Government should cease to issue any regulatory instructions 

applicable only to public sector banks, as dual regulation is discriminatory. RBI should be the sole regulator for 

banks, with regulations continuing to be uniformly applicable to all commercial banks. 

 Enhancing investment in banks by other investors: In order to permit certain kinds of investors to take larger 

stakes, it is proposed that a category of Authorised Bank Investors (ABIs) be created, comprising all diversified 

funds which are discretionaly managed by fund managers and which are deemed fit and proper. 

 Another area that needs urgent attention of PSBs is improving the staff productivity. Most PSBs are saddled with 

a large number of inadequately trained or demotivated personnel. Such banks need to downsize staff and cut their 

costs. They also need to redistribute and train staff to strengthen the neglected areas of marketing and innovation, 

which are needed to retain and win over more customers. 
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Q) What do you understand by Geographical Indication (GI) tag? Examine why GI tag is 

given and why it’s useful for India. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

 

Introduction :- A geographical indication (GI) is a name or sign used on certain products which corresponds to a 

specific geographical location or origin (e.g. a town, region, or country). India, as a member of the World Trade 

Organization (WTO), enacted the Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999 has come 

into force with effect from 15 September 2003. GIs have been defined under Article 22(1) of the WTO Agreement on 

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights(TRIPS) Agreement as: “Indications which identify a good as 

originating in the territory of a member, or a region or a locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or 

characteristic of the good is essentially attributable to its geographic origin” 
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The GI tag ensures that none other than those registered as authorised users (or at least those residing inside the 

geographic territory) are allowed to use the popular product name. Darjeeling tea became the first GI tagged product in 

India, in 2004-05, since then by November 2015, 272 had been added to the list. 

Significance of GI Tag and why its given:- 

 A geographical indication right facilitates those who have the right to use the indication to prohibit its usage by a 

third party whose product does not conform to the applicable standards. For example, in the purview in which the 

Darjeeling geographical indication is protected, producers of Darjeeling tea can omit the term “Darjeeling” for tea 

not grown in their tea gardens or not produced according to the norms set out in the code of practice for the 

geographical indication. 

 To avoid plagiarism: A third party which doesn’t conform to the standards of a GI product is barred from 

manufacturing it. 

 A type of IP: It is a type of Intellectual property, whereby only region specific people can produce that product. 

 International acceptance: A GI Tag gives international acceptance to such products thereby increasing the market 

base of such products. 

Importance for India:- 

 Economic benefits: A GI tag helps in fetching a premium that helps improve the economic prospects of the producer 

and the region. This especially hold true for regions that are not economically advanced. 

 Increased opportunities of export: Once a product gets a GI tag, exports will swell , due to its increased international 

market base. 

 Recognition: GI works as great marketing tool to put its mark on world map. This strengthens region’s and India’s 

soft power. 

 Employment: GI indicator increases the demand of the product resulting in higher production and employment. If 

proper skills are imparted, this can reduce the high dependency on agriculture. 

 Authenticity: GI tag ensures that the product is original and not of spurious quality. 

 

Topic:  Achievements of Indians in science & technology; indigenization of technology and 

developing new technology.  

Q) Discuss scientific and diplomatic significance of ISRO’s South Asia satellite. (200 

Words) 

The Indian Express 

Brief history- 

The origins of the South Asia satellite date back to the 18th SAARC Summit, in 2014 in Nepal, when Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi put forward the idea of a common satellite serving the needs of all SAARC members. There 

were numerous delays, primarily as negotiations among the various countries of the South Asia region stalled over 

ownership and data access issues. With Pakistan officially opting out of the project by March 2016, the decks were 

cleared for an expedited launch. 

About satellite- 

 The South Asia Satellite, also known as GSAT-9, is a geostationary communication and meteorology 

satellite operated by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) for the SAARC region excluding Pakistan. 

 The satellite has been designed and built by ISRO, with the full cost of the mission being borne by India. PM Modi 

stated that the satellite will be India’s “gift” to its neighbours.  

 The satellite will carry 12 ku-band transponders allotted to the participating countries. Each country can use a 

dedicated transponder for its own use, which would primarily be communication and disaster management 

support. The satellite is similar to previous communication satellites designed and launched by ISRO. 
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Scientific and Diplomatic significance of ISRO’s South Asia Satellite- 

 It showcases India’s growing technological prowess. Along with previous missions such as Chandrayaan and the 

Mars Orbiter Mission, the South Asia satellite underscores the strength of Indian indigenous technological 

development. Though the satellite is not very challenging technologically, a two-year turnaround for building and 

deploying a satellite is impressive. 

 The satellite has been launched without any specific quid pro quo shows that India is willing to use its technological 

capabilities as a tool of diplomacy. India has begun realising that domestic technologies have now reached a level 

of maturity that allows India to confidently brandish its capabilities to other countries. 

 It also serves as a marketing tool for future launches at a time when ISRO is building a strong niche for itself in the 

international satellite launch market. 

 It reveals both India’s ambition and capability to create what can be termed “technological commons”. By “gifting” 

this satellite to its neighbours, India has created an open access resource that can be leveraged by the latter to 

address some of their critical domestic concerns. Building such commons is essential not only to address immediate 

problems but also spur research, innovation and economic growth in the region. 

 The benefits of India’s GSAT-9, or the South Asia Satellite, include mapping natural resources, telemedicine, IT 

connectivity and people-to-people links. It is also expected to cement bonds between Afghanistan, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, India, the Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka, and overcome the negative vibes from Pakistan, which is the 

only South Asian country to opt out of the project. 

 The South Asia Satellite will help partner countries in effective communication, better governance, better banking 

and education in remote areas, more predictable weather forecasting and efficient resource mapping, linking 

people with top-end medical services through telemedicine and quick response to natural disasters. 

 The present government has embarked upon the policy of ‘Neighborhood First’ as a confidence building measure 

and taking more responsibility for the development of the South Asia region. 

 Technological capabilities can serve both hard power (in military and economic terms), and soft power. As 

technological capabilities and innovation-led growth become important facets of economic and military power, 

countries have started integrating techno-diplomacy as a major piece in their broader international diplomacy 

edifice. Thus India with its technological leadership could reduce Chinese influence in the region. 

Conclusion- 

Technology is the calling card of our times. India must make a concerted effort to expand the range of technologies it 

can use as part of its diplomatic arsenal. India could also look at including biotechnology and green energy. The South 

Asia satellite is emblematic of a more confident and assertive India, but it is necessary to ensure that such actions are 

not one-off. 

 

Q) SPARK (Sustainable Progress through Application of Research and Knowledge) is a 

proposed initiative to synergise science activity in India. Critically comment on the 

objectives of this initiative. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Top administrators in Indian science submitted a detailed project report to Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi. This paper has reviewed portions of the 48-page report, titled Vigyan 2030: Science and Technology. 

 One of its key recommendations is to have an independent science and technology authority that will have two 

parallel arms. 

 One, a ‘discovery arm’ that can organise the expertise of various organisations across states and regions to solve a 

basic research problem. 

 Two, a ‘delivery’ arm that will closely work with industry and evolve public private partnerships. Such an authority, 

the report envisions, will report directly to the Prime Minister. 

 SPARK (Sustainable Progress through Application of Research and Knowledge), as the body is tentatively named, 

will be overarching yet have “light touch” governance. 
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Critical analysis:- 

 The existing systems of science governance in this country are robust with departments reporting to ministers who 

in turn report to the Union Cabinet. There is no lack of sound advisory bodies and committees within these 

departments. As for overarching bodies, we already have the Scientific Advisory Committee to the Prime Minister 

and the Principal Scientific Adviser to the Government of India 

 The science departments are too different from one another to come under the purview of one “overarching” body 

like SPARK. The Department of Science and Technology and Department of Biotechnology are purely funding and 

outreach organisations. The Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR) has a special and tricky mandate 

which involves interaction with industry. 

 The Department of Atomic Energy, Defence Research and Development Organisation, Department of Space and 

others are into mission-mode projects. There is hardly a government department or ministry that science does not 

touch. 

 What one needs is a management technique that effectively identifies scientific challenges and links the resulting 

breakthroughs with national problems. 

 There is a lack of scientific expertise across all levels. We have failed in our educational system to harness the 

enormous latent talent in our country and build a solid foundation of science. 

 Even if SPARK is constituted, it needs financial independence; given the relationship between the Ministry of 

Finance and its Department of Expenditure on the one hand and the science departments on the other, this remains 

a moot point. 

 

Q) Write a note on India’s research activities and their significance in the polar regions. 

(200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- India has been involved in research activity in the polar region since 1981. So far, it has carried nearly 

8 expeditions to Arctic and around 33 to Antarctica. The country sends around 75 scientists in a year for carrying out 

polar research, mostly to Antarctica. 

The two major areas that India hopes to gain research ground are the study of climate change and microbiological 

research in the Antarctica. 

A look at Indian research facilities in the Antarctica and Arctic: 

 Dakshin Gangotri (1983) – India’s first permanent station in Antarctica. Built on an ice shelf, this was completely 

lost to the ice by 1990. 

 Maitri (1989) – India’s second permanent station in Antarctica. Situated on an ice-free area in the central Dronning 

Maud Land, this facility has been the mainstay of Indian Antarctic research for the past 25 years. 

 Bharati (2012) – India’s third and most modern permanent research station in Antarctica. Situated in an ice-free 

area of Larsmann Hills. 

 Himadri (2008) – India’s first research station in the Arctic. 

India’s interests & their significance in the region 

 Commercial- 

a) Access to shipping routes, oil & gas exploration where India has partnered with Russia & Norway, 

b) Marine resources have potential for medicines 

c) Chemicals & Minerals exploration. 

 Environmental- conservation, Understanding & mitigating global warming. 

The acquired data would be of vital importance to the Indian climate researchers as well as the international fraternity. 

In addition to providing for an increased understanding of the response of the Arctic to climatic variabilities, the data 

would also provide a good handle in our understanding of the Arctic processes and their influence on the Indian 

monsoon system through climate modelling studies. Study of ice core records provide one of the most direct and accurate 
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method to study climate change beyond the instrumental data availability (typically few decades in Antarctica). Ice cores 

contain an abundance of scientific information about past climate and climate change 

 

 Micro-biology:- Some scientists will also study the microbiological components of the ice and snow brought back 

from the latest expedition to Antarctica. 

 Atmospheric Sciences like explaining the phenomenon of cloud formation, Co2 concentration can also be 

addressed with the Polar research. 

 The research regarding glaciers will also be important to study and correlate the Himalayan glaciers 

 

Q) Do you welcome the defence ministry’s decision to allow companies outside state 

control to build fighter jets, submarines and armoured vehicles? Substantiate. (200 

Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- The defence ministry’s decision to allow companies outside state control to build fighter jets, 

submarines and armoured vehicles is likely to help Indian defence manufacturing firms. 

Larsen and Toubro Ltd, Ashok Leyland Ltd, Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd, Reliance Infrastructure Ltd, Tata Group, Punj 

Lloyd, Adani Group and Bharat Forge Ltd, which have existing defence businesses, are likely to benefit the most from 

the decision 

India is world’s largest importer of defence equipment’s in the world. It imports almost every major defence products 

which puts huge pressure on its hard earned foreign reserves, also putting its national security at risk. 

After more than six decades of independence, the inability on the part of state owned defence manufacturers to produce 

critical and advanced war machines like fighter jets, submarines and armoured vehicles, forced the government to allow 

companies outside state control to build such critical defence equipment’s is an welcome move because of following 

reasons: It will 
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 Help country to achieve excellency in developing and acquiring cutting edge technology related to defence products. 

 Make country self-reliant thus reducing its dependency and strengthening its national security. 

 Give fillip to government’s “Make in India programme”, which will also help in generating gainful employment in 

the sector. 

 Help Country to save billion of dollars used for procuring such defence equipment. 

Challenges: 

 There will be question of oversight over private companies and whether the defence ministry has wherewithal to 

do so. 

 There would be a need to evolve a mechanism on how to deal with contractual changes, which are easier in case of 

defence PSUs. 

 The future of state owned giants including HAL, Mazgaon dock ltd. Will need to be redefined as overlapping of role 

with private players. 

 

Topic:  Environmental pollution; conservation; 

Q) Do you think adopting a multilaterally coordinated imposition of a carbon tax as a 

potent mitigation policy against climate change effects – both from environment and 

market perspective? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

A carbon tax aims to internalise the externality of climate change by setting a price on the carbon content of energy 

consumed or greenhouse gas emitted in the production or consumption of goods.  

Multilaterally coordinated imposition of carbon tax as a potent mitigation policy- 

Harmonised carbon taxes hold advantages over quantitative limits imposed through government control and 

regulation.  

 First, a carbon tax regime avoids the problems related to choosing a baseline. In a price approach, the natural 

baseline is a zero carbon tax.  

 Second, a carbon tax policy will be better able to adapt to the element of uncertainty which pervades the science of 

climate change. Quantity limits on emissions are related to the stocks of greenhouse gas emissions, while the price 

limits are related to the flow of emissions. 

 From this uncertainty arises another complication of price volatility which is the third reason why a carbon tax 

policy is likely to cause less volatility in the prices of carbon emissions. 

 Fourth, quantity limiting policies are often accompanied by administrative arbitrariness and corruption through 

rent-seeking. This sends off negative signals to investors. In a price-based carbon tax, the investor has an assured 

long-term regulation to adapt to and can weigh in the costs involved. 

 Fifth, the most contentious issue in any international negotiation on climate change mitigation either at the level 

of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) or at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change has 

been the issue of equity between high-income and low-income countries. The price-based approach in the form of 

carbon taxes makes it easier to implement such equity-based international adjustments than the quantity-based 

approach.  

 Finally, the carbon tax will essentially be a Pigovian Tax which balances the marginal social costs and benefits of 

additional emissions, thereby internalising the costs of environmental damage. It can act as an incentive for 

consumers and producers to shift to more energy-efficient sources and products. 

Way forward- 

 Some countries and regions such as the U.S. and the European Union already have fairly successful carbon pricing 

regimes in place in the form of carbon taxes and emissions trading schemes. Some other countries have introduced 
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general taxes on energy consumption instead of direct taxes on carbon content. This can be a good starting point 

for a shift in policy by countries while they deliberate on a harmonised carbon tax regime. 

 The political consensus in favour of a direct carbon tax will be difficult to achieve in low- and middle-income 

countries that have developmental priorities and lack the capacity to administer such regimes. A general tax on 

energy consumption combined with a technology-centric policy that promotes entrepreneurs and investors who 

develop low-energy intensive products can be a good starting point from where they can gradually move towards a 

direct carbon tax. 

 Another near-term approach can be a ‘cap-and-tax’ which combines the strengths of both quantity and price 

approaches. Cap-and-tax might also address the concerns of environmentalists that a price-based approach does 

not impose hard constraints on emissions. 

 

Q) How does pharma industry pollute environment and what are the effects of this 

pollution? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Pharmaceutical waste (PCW) is perhaps generated through a wide mixture of deeds in a healthcare facility, including I. 

V preparation, general compounding, breakages, the partially used ampoules, needles, and IVs, out-dated, unused 

preparations, fallow unit doses, personal medications and outdated pharmaceuticals. 

How does pharma industry pollute the environment? 

Sources of hazards in pharmaceutical industries- 

 Manufacturing and formulation installations. 

 Handling and storage of hazardous chemicals including warehouses, god owns, tank forms in ports/fuel 

depots/docks. 

 Transportation (road, rail, air, water, pipelines) 

 Emission of pollutants–the air pollutants include carbon monoxide (CO), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate 

matter of 10 microns or less (PM10), Total suspended particulate matter (SPM), sulphur dioxide (SO2), and Volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs). The most common VOCs include methanol, dichloromethane, toluene, ethylene 

glycol, N, N dimethyl formamide, and acetonitrile. 

 Effluents, especially those that are not easily biodegradable and toxic in nature. The effluent releases could go 

directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water. The releases due to runoff, including storm water 

runoff, could also be a potential hazard. 

Most common environmental hazard by pharmaceutical industries The hazards from the 

pharmaceuticals could be categorized as: 

 Eco-toxic- damage is caused to the environment. Trace amount of pharmaceuticals in drinking water for longer 

duration may cause substantial undesirable effects to human health and aquatic life. 

 Carcinogenic- contribute to the causation of cancer. 

 Persistent-remain dangerous for a long time. 

 Bio-accumulative–accumulates as it makes its way up the food chain. 

 Disastrous due to a catastrophe, mishap, calamity or grave occurrence in any area 

Pharmaceuticals waste treatment- 

 Microwaving- 

Application of an electromagnetic field over the PCW provokes the liquid in the waste to oscillate and heat up, destroying 

the infectious components by conduction. This technology is effective if the ultraviolet radiation reaches the waste 

material. 
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 Incineration- 

Incineration is a disposal method in which solid organic wastes are subjected to ignition so as to alter them into residue 

and gaseous products. This method is constructive for disposal of residue of both solid waste management and solid 

residue from waste water management. 

This process reduces the volumes of solid waste to 20 to 30 percent of the original volume. Incineration and other high 

temperature waste treatment systems are sometimes described as “thermal treatment” 

 Deep burial- 

The Biomedical Waste Rules require that human anatomical and animal wastes in cities with the population less than 

500,000 and in rural areas be disposed of by deep burial. Accordingly, the deep burial site should be pre-pared by 

digging a pit or trench of about 2 meters deep in an area that is not prone to flooding or erosion, and where the soil is 

relatively impermeable, there are no inhabitants or shallow wells in the vicinity, and the risk to surface water 

contamination is remote. 

 Autoclaving- 

Autoclaving uses saturated steam in direct contact with the PCW in a pressure vessel at time lengths and temperatures 

sufficient to kill the pathogens. The Biomedical Waste Rules specify the minimum temperature, pressure, and residence 

time for autoclaves for safe disinfection. 

 Chemical disinfection- 

Chemical disinfection is most suitable for treating liquid wastes such as blood, urine, stools, or health care facility 

sewage. Addition of strong oxidants like chlorine compounds, ammonium salts, aldehydes, or phenol compounds kills 

or inactivates pathogens in the BMW. 

 Waste management program- 

Health care facilities implement a waste management program that includes waste segregation to ensure that facilities 

meet all applicable regulations and potentially minimize costs. For example, by separating the non-hazardous 

pharmaceutical waste from hazardous pharmaceutical waste, facilities may minimize cost and still comply with 

applicable federal regulations. 

Another important part of the waste management program is to communicate with staff so all pharmaceuticals are 

disposed properly. 

 Waste segregation- 

The waste management plan should include a process to segregate pharmaceutical waste by how the facility plans to 

dispose of them. The process can identify the type of pharmaceutical (controlled or non-controlled, hazardous or 

nonhazardous, chemotherapy) either at the time of delivery or when the waste is collected. 

For example, some facilities find it useful after delivery and during stocking, to apply color-coded stickers on supplies 

that match the disposal bin color placed at their facility to collect and segregate various types of waste (e. g., black color 

indicates hazardous waste). 

 Training staff in proper disposal methods- 

After developing a waste management plan, the facility should train staff (pharmacy personnel, nurses on the patient 

floors, and others who will manage unused pharmaceuticals) to recognize the type of unused pharmaceutical and its 

proper disposal. 

The staff should recognize when unused pharmaceuticals should be returned to the pharmacy and when they should be 

disposed of and how. Training should be revisited to update and refresh staff on proper unused pharmaceutical 

management and waste handling. 
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Topic: Various Security forces and agencies and their mandate 

Q) It is argued that there is a need to restore the primacy of the uniformed forces in society, 

especially in Kashmir, by concerted effort, at all levels to bring the situation in Kashmir 

under control. Do you agree with this line of argument? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :- Long-term deployment of soldiers inevitably leads to friction with local communities. In Kashmir, 

uniformed forces have played important role in maintaining peace at the same time the tensions have been heightened 

by the failure of the government to curb their role and sanction them for their misbehaving like human rights violations, 

sexual offences. 

 The primacy of uniformed forces in society is needed to be established in order to bring the much needed peace 

and stability. 

 Army role is crucial from insulating societies like Kashmir from both internal non state threats and external state 

sponsored terrorism. 

 Force must be repealed by force. Going by this principle uniformed forces assumes crucial importance 

However such role of army and dependence on uniformed forces to bring situation in Kashmir under control is largely 

being criticised and other approaches are being explored:- 

 There must be a consensus amongst political parties on the national narrative; national and state political leaders 

need to speak in unison. This will lend clarity of thought and direction to the people in the Valley while 

strengthening the hand of the elected leaders and governmental agencies. 

 The local leadership needs to interact at the grassroots with village and urban elders and teachers, so as to ensure 

that young boys and girls are not influenced by malicious propaganda. 

 There an urgent need for the intelligence agencies to infiltrate the ranks of the anti-national elements in the Valley. 

By this they will get a whiff of the nefarious designs of the anti-national elements at an early stage. It will also help 

them to initiate a change in the mindset of the misguided youth. 

 The army, which has done brilliantly in the counter insurgency grid, is now urgently required to step into the 

intellectual domain. The time to move out of the barracks to ensure only law and order is now gone. The army now 

needs to move into the intellectual space and implement Sadhbhavna 2.0. 

Conclusion :- The success of the Indian state hinges on understanding the changing dynamics in Kashmir in a pro-

active manner and instituting timely measures to arrest the changing trends. It is incumbent on the army to stop 

restricting itself to its primary duties of anti-terror drives in the interiors of the state and defending the external borders. 

It is high time that they join the mind games being played from across the border. Modern warfare is won more in the 

mind, by influencing the adversary, than on the battle fields. It is this war the army now needs to venture into. 

 

Q) What do you understand by the Joint Doctrine? Discuss critically ongoing debate on 

this doctrine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- 

About India armed forces 

The Indian Armed Forces are the military forces of the Republic of India. It consists of three professional uniformed 

services: the Indian Army, Indian Navy, and Indian Air Force. Additionally, the Indian Armed Forces are supported by 

the Indian Coast Guard and paramilitary organisations and various inter-service commands and institutions such as the 

Strategic Forces Command, the Andaman and Nicobar Command and the Integrated Defense Staff. The President of 

India is the Supreme Commander of the Indian Armed Forces. The Indian Armed Forces are under the management of 

the Ministry of Defence (MoD) of the Government of India. With strength of over 1.4 million active personnel,[ it is the 

world’s 3rd largest military force and has the world’s largest volunteer army. 
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Joint doctrine: 

The Joint Doctrine provides foundations for greater integration and interdependence, to achieve higher inter-operability 

and compatibility within the Armed Forces. The Joint Doctrine is a diversionary attempt by the services to resist any 

changes in the status quo. It refers to the military policy aimed at fostering cooperation & interoperability among the 

three Armed Forces: the army, navy and the air force. 

Historically the joint doctrine got resistance from Indian political setup in order to avoid any domination from armed 

force. There was no much enthusiasm within armed forces due to autonomy that was getting provided by single service 

approach. The debate on jointness within the Indian military has been going on for almost sixty years. Lord 

Mountbatten, the architect of India’s Higher Defence Organisation, was keen to appoint a Chief of Defence and lobbied 

repeatedly for creation of a Joint Staff. It never came into reality due to lack of political will and no initiative taken from 

armed forces. 

But there are some issues with the Joint Doctrine: 

This joint doctrine should be read as a diversionary attempt by the services to resist any changes in the status quo. It is 

therefore not surprising that the doctrine is confusing even on the issue of defining jointness. 

Apart from being a difficult to read, the doctrine fails on other levels. It creates an unnecessary controversy about India’s 

nuclear doctrine by describing it as “credible deterrence” instead of “credible minimum deterrence”. This distinction is 

crucial as India’s draft nuclear doctrine specifically mentions the latter. If there is a change in the nuclear doctrine, then 

messaging it through the joint doctrine is peculiar. A more likely explanation is that perhaps the distinction was lost 

upon those who wrote this document. 

This doctrine mainly talks about Military civilian relations and hardly gives required importance to other areas linked 

with armed forces. Noticeably, the doctrine fails to mention anything about the joint Andaman and Nicobar Command. 

Training infrastructure will require significant investment. Currently, the three services conduct training at their 

independent institutes at different locations. Joint training will thus require an overhaul of the recruitment & training 

system. 

This recent development needs quality discourse by expertise in the field of armed forces. The documentation also needs 

to be made better in order to implement on ground to create integrated system of Defence for India. 

 

Q) Write a critical note on changing perception of police on the matters of public safety 

and lessons they could learn from foreign experiences to improve their role in ensuring 

public safety. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The creation in 1829 of the Metropolitan Police in London and the setting up of a similar organisation 

in New York and other large cities in the U.S. paved the way for organising the police in many western democracies and 

for our own police forces set up by the British in the early 1900s. The focus of law enforcement was initially on 

disciplining unruly elements disturbing public peace rather than on hunting for criminals depriving others of their life 

and property. Crime was petty in those days, not requiring any sophisticated methods of investigation and detection. 

Now, it is not only widespread and violent but also sophisticated with the abundant use of technology. 

There are at least two features which offer a glimmer of hope for community safety in India. 

 The first is the availability of a corps of leadership in the form of technically savvy young Indian Police Service 

officers who have a stake in working closely with the community to carry out experiments in the field to upgrade 

safety at minimum cost to the government. They can borrow from several studies under the rubric of ‘evidence-

based policing’. 

 The second is the spread of Internet use at all levels of the police. An offshoot is the use of social media in day-to-

day policing. Information on crime incidents and criminals is as a matter of course conveyed to the public in many 

urban centres with encouraging results. Citizens are also encouraged to report crime through email or over social 

media. This practice gives no option for the police but to act without fail and swiftly. The participation of the print 

and visual media in this dialogue gives further fillip to the exercise of sensitising the police to the community 

demand for safety through police processes. 
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Indian Police can learn from foreign experiences:- 

 Numerical Strength :- With the phenomenal expansion of the geographic area to be policed and the mind-boggling 

increase in the number of lives to be guarded, the Indian police, more than in many western democracies, have 

been stretched and outnumbered. There are only about 140 policemen per 100,000 people, a very poor ratio when 

compared to other modern democracies. 

 New York Police Department :- NYPD instituted a COMPSTAT (short for COMPuter STATistics) programme, that 

analysed crime with the help of computers, identified crime hotspots and took preventive action, such as intensified 

patrolling. Police commanders in New York were made to report to the commissioner each week explaining how 

they were tackling crime in their jurisdictions. This mechanism not only brought about greater attention to crime 

in the field but also enhanced police accountability at the grass-root level.The NYPD has recently gone beyond 

COMPSTAT by hiring a reputed private agency to survey public opinion on police performance. Focussed questions 

over mobile phones and the responses obtained look at how to fill visible gaps in policing. The effectiveness of this 

unique tool will depend on how forthcoming and honest the respondents are. Variants of this have indeed been 

tried in a few of our cities by some smart police leaders. We have not heard enough about their outcome to comment 

on their utility. 

 London Police :-London is now a high-crime city. There is not only public concern over looming terrorist threats 

but also over youth crime. There are at least three or more stabbings a day carried out by teenagers. Although guns 

have made a recent entry, it is crime using sharp and small knives that is fuelling anxiety. The Met has launched a 

major campaign against street crime that involves frisking and seizure of knives — a visible, street-level operation 

that has enhanced security perceptions. The use of large manpower has been the hallmark of this operation. 

Physical checks of youth in the streets has added an element of deterrence. This is analogous to the ‘stop and frisk’ 

practice of the NYPD, whose focus on the non-white population has often drawn flak, especially from African-

Americans. 

 

Q) It is said that intelligence strategy continues to be India’s Achilles’ heel and there is an 

urgent need for its re-articulation. Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Recently parliamentary standing committee on home affairs, in its report submitted in April, noted the increasing 

incidence of terror attacks which “exposed the deficiencies of our intelligence agencies” and lamented the lack of analysis 

of the “failure of the intelligence agencies to provide credible and actionable inputs regarding the attacks at Pathankot, 

Uri, Pampore, Baramulla and Nagrota”. 

Why intelligence strategies continue to be India’s Achilles’ heel? 

 Deficiencies in the intelligence framework have often led to the growth of India’s intelligence ‘community’. 

1. After the Kargil intrusion in 1999, the Intelligence Bureau (IB) was designated as the premier counter-

terrorism agency and authorized to create a multi-agency centre (MAC) which was to be an intelligence-

sharing ‘fusion centre’ in New Delhi. 

2. The Defence Intelligence Agency (DIA), created in 2002, was mandated to collect, collate and evaluate 

intelligence from other service agencies. However, DIA resources continue to be under-utilized in the absence 

of a chief of defence staff (CDS). 

 The National Technical Research Organisation (NTRO) was set up in 2004 but fuelled controversy as its mandated 

task was already being performed by other intelligence agencies. 

1. After the Pakistan-sponsored Mumbai terror attacks in 2008, the security and intelligence architecture was 

revamped again. The National Investigation Agency (NIA) was established to investigate terror cases. 

 At present, the national MAC coordinates with 25 representatives from agencies in the Union home affairs, finance 

and defence ministries. As noted in the parliamentary committee report, the major contributors of inputs to the 

MAC in 2016 were the DIA (24.05%) and the Research and Analysis Wing (20.75%). But the contribution from 

state special branches was low, at around 11%.This points to the fundamental weakness of many of India’s state 

police forces. 
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 The sweeping internal security reforms initiated by the Centre after 26/11 were followed by plans to create a 

National Counter Terrorism Centre (NCTC) and the National Intelligence Grid (NatGrid), a national, 

computerized, information-sharing network. However, the NCTC got embroiled in the quagmire of Centre-state 

relations while NatGrid is struggling to get off the ground. 

 The Indian intelligence system, which emerged as an extension of the British police system, has struggled to let go 

of its colonial legacy. The lack of a dedicated intelligence cadre and the continuing practice of staffing intelligence 

agencies with police officers have resulted in these agencies disregarding language experts, scientists, information 

technology professionals and cyber specialists. This often results in substandard intelligence making its way 

through the system up to the highest level of decision making. 

From an appendage to the country’s diplomatic, military and internal security agencies to a multi-agency ‘community’ 

in itself, Indian intelligence has been growing. However, there is no overarching strategy for this growth, and most 

agencies still function in an ad hoc manner. 

How to re-articulate India’s intelligence strategy? 

 LEGAL STATUS- 

1. Introduce legislation in Parliament for laying down the charters, functions and duties of intelligence 

organisations; 

2. Provide a legal basis for different tiers of accountability – executive, financial and legislative; 

 RECRUITMENT, DEPUTATION, PROMOTION, TRAINING- 

1. Have open and separate direct recruitment mechanisms for different intelligence agencies – advertising for 

the best talent available, specifying the qualifications required, including linguistic abilities – by using the 

existing mechanism of the Union Public Service Commission; 

2. Use deputation slots to induct experts from the military and science & technology streams; 

 Outsource to meet specialised needs; 

1. Improve training modules, including specialised training for analysts; 

2. Improve quality of trainers, bring in military trainers; 

3. Review the present system of writing Annual Confidential Reports (ACR) in intelligence agencies to eliminate 

subjectivity and bring about better objectivity; 

 Review in situ promotions to improve morale at middle, mid-senior levels. 

 ANALYSIS & OPERATIONS- 

1. Improve training for analysts in tools of modern prescriptive work; 

2. Improve quality of supervision in operational branches of intelligence agencies, reverse drift in operational 

work, discard useless and profligate sources; 

 Bring better financial probity in intelligence operations; 

1. Introduce concept of social welfare safeguards for assets who rendered valuable service for national security, but 

became casualties on the job. 

 TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE- 

1. Enhance in-house technical research and development capabilities especially in relation to signals decryption 

work, and cryptography capabilities; 

2. Examine feasibility of outsourcing relevant tasks to experts for improving output; 

 Fast track equipment procurement processes, with innovative association of financial experts at suitably high 

levels, so that balance is maintained between time frames and norms of financial propriety; 

1. Upgrade Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) capabilities; Use advanced commercial search engines; 

2. Upgrade offensive as well as defensive capabilities in cyber warfare. 
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 RELATIONS BETWEEN INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES & MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS- 

1. Introduce a system of interchangeability between various intelligence agencies and the connected Ministries 

of the Government of India; 

2. In case of external intelligence, institutionalize cover assignments in consultation with Ministry of External 

Affairs to improve cooperation; 

 Have regular inter-action between heads of intelligence agencies and Secretaries of the concerned Ministries, as 

also between their area desk officers; 

1. Resume the practice of posting a Joint Secretary level Foreign Service officer in external intelligence – for better 

coordination and liaison. 

 COORDINATION OF INTELLIGENCE- 

1. Appoint a National Intelligence Coordinator/Director of National Intelligence to bring about better 

interagency coordination, remove overlaps and duplications, end ‘turf-wars’ and ensure better utilisation of 

national resources. Alternatively, the National Security Adviser (NSA) may function independently under a 

Minister for National Security. 

 ACCOUNTABILITY- 

1. Strengthen financial accountability of intelligence agencies; annual reports to go to Comptroller & Auditor 

General (CAG)/NSA; 

2. Provide for an in camera audit of Secret Service Funds; l Have a separate intelligence ombudsman for IB, 

R&AW & NTRO; 

 Enhance staff support by posting intelligence professionals in external processing units serving the Cabinet 

Secretariat (for R&AW and NTRO) and MHA( for IB); 

1. Examine the option of having a Minister for National Security & Intelligence, who could exercise administrative 

authority on all intelligence agencies; 

2. Set up a Parliamentary Accountability Committee for oversight of intelligence agencies through legislation; 

3. Provide adequate professional secretarial assistance to the oversight committee through the Intelligence 

Ombudsman and a professionally staffed unit in the Cabinet Secretariat; 

Conclusion- 

Integration between all the organs of government dealing with intelligence, as well as seamless acquisition, processing 

and dissemination of tactical, operational and strategic intelligence, is the need of the hour. 

 

Topic:  Linkages between development and spread of extremism.  

Q) Examine the causes of rapid and violent rise of the Islamic State (IS). (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant also known as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria Islamic 

State (IS), and by its Arabic language acronym Daesh is a Salafi jihadist unrecognised proto-state and militant group 

that follows a fundamentalist, Wahhabi doctrine of Sunni Islam. ISIL gained global prominence in early 2014 when it 

drove Iraqi government forces out of key cities in its Western Iraq offensive, followed by its capture of Mosul and 

the Sinjar massacre. 

This group has been designated a terrorist organisation by the United Nations and many individual countries. ISIL is 

widely known for its videos of beheadings of both soldiers and civilians, including journalists and aid workers, and 

its destruction of cultural heritage sites. The United Nations holds ISIL responsible for human rights abuses and war 

crimes, and Amnesty International has charged the group with ethnic cleansing on a “historic scale” in northern Iraq 
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ISIS has seen an unprecedented rise as a grisly terror group. This is on account of the following reasons: 

 Power Vacuum: With the rise of the Arab spring, there has been lack of political authority to control the region with 

various geo-political forces participating to full fill their own vested interest. This helped ISIS in conquering large 

swathes of territories in West Asia. 

 Religious fervour: ISIS has been able to tap into the religious fervour by pandering to the discrimination meted out 

to Sunnis. This in addition to eulogizing the dream to establish ‘A Caliphate’ served as an important factor in its 

rise. 

 Use of violent means: Extremely violent means used by ISIS and its propagation through social media played a 

vital role its rapid and violent rise 

 Technology: Use of technology to indoctrinate youth around the world ( Many a youth in India is a case in point) 

has been successfully used by ISIS to spread its reach 

Recently ISIS has suffered setbacks by losing some of the important sites like (Ex. Palmyra) but it is far from down and 

out. Countries around the globe need to take cooperative and concentrated efforts to eradicate this terrorist group. 

 

Q) Is lack of development driving the Kashmir conflict? Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background of Insurgency: 

The insurgency in Jammu and Kashmir or the Kashmiri Insurgency is a conflict between various Kashmiri separatists 

and nationalists sometimes known as extremists and the Government of India. Few groups favour Kashmir accession to 

Pakistan, while others seek Kashmir’s complete independence. Since 2002, skirmishes with the local insurgents have 

constituted the main conflict in the Kashmir region. The conflict in Jammu and Kashmir has strong Islamist elements 

among the insurgents, with many of the “ultras” identifying with Jihadist movements and supported by such. The roots 

of the conflict between the Kashmiri insurgents and the Indian government are tied to a dispute over local autonomy. 

Democratic development was limited in Kashmir until the late 1970s and by 1988 many of the democratic reforms 

provided by the Indian government had been reversed and non-violent channels for expressing discontent were limited 

and caused a dramatic increase in support for insurgents advocating violent secession from India. 
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Reasons for Conflict in Kashmir: 

 Development issues: 

Development is one of the main reason for instability in Kashmir region but not only the reason for it. Other way round 

the very process of development has been hampered over the long period due to instability issues. The lack of 

Infrastructure in terms of physical and social has led to cyclic nature of unemployment in the state. 

 Territorial disputes: 

India claims the entire state of Jammu and Kashmir, and, as of 2010, administers approximately 43% of the region. It 

controls Jammu, the Kashmir Valley, Ladakh, and the Siachen Glacier. India’s claims are contested by Pakistan, which 

administers approximately 37% of Jammu and Kashmir, namely Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan. China currently 

administers Demchok district, the Shaksgam Valley, and the Aksai Chin region. China’s claim over these territories has 

been disputed by India since China took Aksai Chin during the Sino-Indian War of 1962. 

 ISIS role: 

The Pakistani Inter-Services Intelligence has allegedly encouraged and aided the Kashmir independence movement 

through an insurgency due to its dispute on the legitimacy of Indian rule in Kashmir, with the insurgency as an easy way 

to keep Indian troops distracted and cause international condemnation of India. 

 Humanitarian abuses 

Amnesty International accused security forces of exploiting the Armed Forces Special Powers Act (AFSPA) that enables 

them to “hold prisoners without trial”. The group argues that the law, which allows security to detain individuals for as 

many as two years “without presenting charges, violating prisoners’ human rights”. The Army sources maintain that 

“any move to revoke AFSPA in Jammu and Kashmir would be detrimental to the security of the Valley and would provide 

a boost to the terrorists.” 

 Nature of ongoing conflict: 

Since the 2008 protests and 2010 unrest, the turmoil has taken a new dimension when people, particularly youngsters 

of the Kashmir valley have started pelting stones on security forces to express their aggression and protest for the loss 

of freedom. In turn they get attacked by the armed personnel with pellets, rubber bullets, sling shots and tear gas shells. 

This leads to eye-injuries and several other kinds of injuries to many people. Security forces also face injuries, and 

sometimes get beaten up during these events. 

All above mentioned reasons shows the very complicated and multipronged nature of the conflict in Kashmir region. 

The lack of Development is not the sole reason but is one of the main reasons for the present turmoil conditions in the 

state. The solutions for peace and internal security surely go through the path of development. In recent times there 

have been signs that the government is taking local elections more seriously. The government has also funneled 

development aid to Kashmir and Kashmir has now become the biggest per capita receiver of Federal aid. 
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Q) Discuss critically the arguments made against government’s war on naxalism. (200 

Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

Left-wing extremism or Naxalism has emerged as most pressing problem for internal security of India. The movement 

which begun from the Naxalbari village of the West Bengal and engulfed more than 8 states in India. While casualties 

are high on both side of the warring factions, the inadequate attention has been provided to the true nature of the Naxal 

issue and government’s response to it. 

Arguments made against the government’s war on Naxalism- 

 The government claims that it is fighting the “left-wing extremists” to extend the rule of law and constitutional 

order in the areas of left-extremist influence. But the official refrain is replete with words and phrases like “war-

like” situation, “military operations,” “area domination” and “road opening party.” The police have been hounding 

lawyers, reporters, and social and political activists who have come to aid and assist the local Adivasis accused of 

“Naxal offence” and dumped in Bastar’s overcrowded jails. 

 The government forces in the Bastar region number around 80,000 whereas the Maoist guerrillas, men and 

women, are a mere 4,000, outnumbered in the ratio of 1:20. What is happening in Bastar is a “sub-conventional 

war,” being fought between the forces of the Indian state and the Maoist-led guerrillas, with the former not only 

fighting the latter, but also targeting civilian Adivasis as well as anyone who comes to their aid. So the reality is that 

the government is fighting a war against a section of its own people wherein the rules of war do not apply and the 

rule of law does not prevail. 

 If we ask what are the respective politics of the Maoists and the government in pursuit of which this war is being 

prosecuted? The official answer is that the government is trying to bring “development” and the Maoists are bent 

on obstructing it. By “development” the government means building roads through the forests, providing schools 

and health facilities, etc. 

 But there is no evidence that Maoists oppose anything other than roads, because roads ease the movement of 

government troops. Also present government has also brushed aside the community forest rights under the 

Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 by allowing 

private corporations to violate those rights in the course of their coal-mining operations in northern Chhattisgarh. 

 Besides, unfettered road construction through the forests has led to their degradation and an erosion of the forest 

cover, as in the Saranda forests in Pashchimi Singhbhum where the CRPF set up 17 paramilitary camps followed 

by the entry of mining corporations for the conduct of open-cast iron-ore mining. 

Conclusion- 

Surely, most of us would want this war to end, but for this to begin to happen, we must probe the reason for the anger 

of the Adivasis of Bastar and elsewhere. We also need to understand why these Adivasis have placed their trust and 

confidence in the Maoists to lead the resistance to the grabbing of their lands and forests? Perhaps, the proposal for a 

10-year moratorium on mining and industry in Scheduled Areas, mooted by former Union Minister for Rural 

Development Jairam Ramesh in 2013, could be a good way to begin to address the reality which the government has 

determinedly been evading. 

 

Q) In your opinion, how can both government and security establishment help in bringing 

normalcy back in the Kashmir Valley? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu  

Introduction :- As the situation in the Kashmir Valley takes a turn for the worse and shrill rhetoric from various 

stakeholders grows louder the government must initiate steps for “visible outreach and engagement” in Kashmir.  

Kashmir valley is on the boil and it has become common sensual now that status quo is not going to make things any 

better. However, the Indian government has taken some significant steps off late – these are 

 Proposals for replacement of the notorious pellet guns being used. 

 Instructions to use only proportionate force against unarmed protestors. 
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 Offers for talks with the government for almost anyone willing to discuss in a peaceful and constructive manner. 

However, few media houses and former veterans have been towing an all too aggressive line even against the relatively 

peaceful protestors, and this toughened stand would only deteriorate the situation. Using weapons against unarmed 

would only condemn them to picking up arms themselves. 

Governments steps :-  

 GoI cleared use of chilli grenades but use of pellet gun stays only during emergency 

 Govt to skill 50000 Kashmiri youth esp. Muslims for employment 

 One time cash compensation of Rs.5 lakh to families of victims of Militancy in lieu of employment 

 Enhancement of pension to widow of civilians killed in Militancy related violence 

 upliftment of curfew after 51 days of unrest 

 Mamta (love) & ekta (unity) considered as basic mantra in Mann ki baat to bring peace in Kashmir 

 Govt to invoke Public Safety Act to book all accused involved in creating unrest. 

 Track II initiative – Involving civil society members in bringing peace 

 Thus, although the government is doing its best to control the situation, there needs to be 

 Curb in irresponsible debates and aggressive posturing in media. 

 Confidence building measures even with the fringes in Kashmir should be ensured. 

 Absolute ban on any lethal weapons against unarmed. 

 Greater restraint to be advocated on the part of security forces. 

 Last but not the last all inclusive and comprehensive talks taking into consideration all shades of opinions in the 

valley would lead the way. 

 

Topic: Role of media and social networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber 

security; 

Q) In the light of banning of social media in the Kashmir Valley, critically comment on the 

role of social media in making or breaking of Kashmir crisis. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Kashmir is witnessing a surge in protests across the valley at an unprecedented level after the death 

of Burham Wani, a Hizbul commander. Youths including school going girls seem to be fearless and pelting stones on 

army men. This shows the level of distress and rage in the minds of youth. Social media has played a crucial role in 

spreading hatred among youth in following ways:- 

 Youth and adolescents are tech savvy and are effectively using social media to galvanise support among a wide 

section of people 

 Extreme representations and emotional version of protest events, response of army and state’s apathy 

 Many of these social media groups and campaigns have trans-border origin 

 There is a counter popularisation of anti-Kashmir sentiments by calling them anti-nationals with in the country by 

fringe elements. Thus, further fanning the protests. 

 Fake news are spread all over Facebook regarding atrocities commuted by army which help boil the blood of young 

Kashmiris. 

 Propaganda regarding Indian state is continuously escalated by showing fake videos. 

 messaging services like What’s app and telegraph are used to spread hatred. 

 Indian state is held responsible for underdevelopment and unemployment. 

 Videos such as recently using a man as human shield by army escalates the already disturbed youth. 

 youth gets inspiration from Arab Spring which was a result of social media itself. 
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 Pakistan can now radicalize youth aggressively as their reach has increased many fold. 

 distorted and fake photos are shared across social media and blaming it on army. 

 News of discrimination to Kashmiri people across India reaches to more people now than it used to be. 

 with the help of hostile neighbours, recruitment of young minds for terrorist operation has become a bitter reality. 

Way forward:- Social media can be used to create positive atmosphere in valley and also to promote peace and harmony 

in fact. 

 State and intelligence and security agencies need to step up cyber monitoring and halt such malafide social media 

propaganda 

 Alternatively countering this propaganda through social media sources itself by presenting authentic information 

and coverage of events 

 Promoting balanced outlook of listening to people of Kashmir and finding peaceful solutions through social media 

initiatives such as ‘Restoring peace in Kashmir’. 

 

Topic: Basics of cybersecurity; 

Q) The critical information infrastructure rules framed in 2013 under the Information 

Technology Act, 2000, identified banking, financial services and insurance (BFSI) as one 

among five critical sectors. Discuss the nature of cyber security threats faced by financial 

services and infrastructure needed to thwart such attacks. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

The most recent ransomware attacks, currently estimated to have locked up more than 100,000 computers across 100 

countries, yet again highlights the very real peril of cyber-threats in the virtual world. The Mirai botnet’s distributed 

denial of service attacks last year, soon followed by BrickerBot’s permanent incapacitation of several devices forming 

part of the Internet of Things, exposed the vulnerabilities of a world where everything from room heaters to wearable 

fitness trackers is connected. Attacks of this kind have proved themselves capable of even imperilling national security, 

economic stability and public health. 

Nature of cyber security threats faced by financial services- 

 The targeting of bank systems directly to modify, delete and/or steal data- 

1. The targeted intrusion into a bank’s systems is often perceived as the greatest threat due to the malicious actor’s 

ability to not only steal data but modify or delete it. By exploiting software, hardware or human vulnerabilities 

hackers can gain administrative control of networks which, if abused, could cause catastrophic consequences. 

2. If publicised, network security breaches can affect share prices, cause irreparable reputational damage and impact 

on the stability of the wider financial market. 

 The targeted disruption of access to bank networked systems and services- 

1. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are increasing in scale and effectiveness. Over the last 12-months cyber actors have 

increasingly utilised open domain name servers to amplify their attacks. 

2. DoS attacks are used for extortion by cyber criminals and have increasingly been used as a distraction tactic to ‘tie-

up’ company IT resources while furthering the actual aim of stealing data or intellectual property. 

3. Hostile nations also use DoS capability to prevent access to and the delivery of online services. Hacktivists groups 

use DoS to raise the profile of their campaign and generate publicity, which ultimately erodes customer confidence 

by disrupting online services 

 The large scale harvesting of personal and business data to commit fraud- 

1. Financially motivated crime groups are a growing threat to banks. The growth in the “as-a-service” nature of the 

marketplace is fuelling an increase in the number of traditional crime groups and individuals drawn into cyber 

offending. 
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2. Malicious actors previously entirely removed from cyber offending are attracted by the low risk and potentially 

high rewards offered by offending online. The availability of professional criminal services for sale, such as coding, 

the provision of infrastructure, tools and mules, means groups without the requisite technical skills can buy or rent 

all the required components to commit a cyber-attack against banks and their customers. 

The three main categories of malicious actors involved in cyber-attacks- 

 Hacktivists- Aim to cause maximum disruption and embarrassment to their victims. Hacktivists have captured 

media attention with campaigns co-ordinated through social media. Favoured criminal techniques include SQL 

injection and DoS. 

 Organised criminals- Are primarily motivated by financial gain. They increasingly purchase components they need 

to commit crime through online marketplaces. Criminals are becoming increasingly more sophisticated and often 

use blended attacks (technical and social engineering). 

 Nation State- These actors commit the most targeted attacks. They know what they want and are relentless in their 

efforts to obtain or attack it. Not all attacks are sophisticated and Verizon report that 95% of attacks utilized 

phishing. 

Common tools and techniques- 

 Malware- The development and deployment of financial Trojan malware is a key threat. The credentials harvested 

from customers and banks compromised IT systems are subsequently used for fraud. 

 Social engineering- Due to the improvements in online authentication methods, such as two-factor or out-of-

channel, malware campaigns are increasingly paired with social engineering tactics, commonly through voice or 

email (vishing and phishing). 

Social engineering is still generally targeted at customers, although there have been examples of criminals targeting 

bank employees directly utilizing their online accesses or by tricking them into installing physical devices to networks. 

 Deployment techniques- The deployment of malware is optimized through the use of exploit kits. The exploit kits 

automate the process of identifying vulnerabilities in victims’ web browsers and plug-ins (notably java and adobe) 

to enable the installation of malware. 

 Botnets- Botnets provide the industrial scale of much of the online fraud threat. Botnets are versatile tools that are 

created through the successful deployment of malware, once established botnets can facilitate further infections, 

denial of service attacks and anonymisation of criminal activities. 

Infrastructure needed to thwart such attacks- 

Steps taken by government- 

 In order to strengthen the country’s cybersecurity, the Indian government in 2013 launched the National Cyber 

Security Policy with an aim to obtain strategic information on threats to critical information infrastructure (CII) 

and to enhance its protection and resilience. Since then, there’s been an increase in cybercrime reporting and 

related arrests. 

 In June 2016, the RBI issued the Cyber Security Framework for Banks, mandating them to take a proactive 

approach to strengthen their cybersecurity protocols. According to the framework, it is banks’ responsibility to take 

an ad-hoc approach to secure their systems, and have a cyber-crisis management plan in place. 

 According to the Cyber Security Framework for Banks, it is banks’ responsibility to take an ad-hoc approach to 

secure their systems, and have a cyber-crisis management plan in place   

 India also has multiple security departments to deal with cyber security issues. The ICERT acts as the immediate 

reaction team that coordinates response activities including defense, data collection, analysis and dissemination of 

information on cyber incidents. 

 The Digital Swachhata Kendra(DSK) is focused on tackling the proliferated botnet and malware problem. 

The National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre is focused on strengthening the CII through 

risk management and ensuring stakeholders’ compliance with guidelines and policies. 

What more needs to be done? 

 Protect critical data assets- Minimizing the risks of future cyber-attacks requires a fundamental change in the 

way we approach security—from “building bigger walls” in an attempt to block out all malware, to a more realistic 

approach that focuses on making your organization cyber-resilient. 
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Beyond the basics, a Data Loss Prevention solution is recommended to discover, monitor, protect and manage 

confidential data wherever it is stored or used, augmented by encryption solutions to protect data on mobile endpoints, 

or to trigger Safe Harbor exemptions in cases of suspicious data movement. 

 Prepare for targeted attacks- As financial institutions prepare to defend themselves against adversaries, the 

areas of greatest need include: 

1. Advance warning of impending attacks, reducing requirements for slow, reactive firefighting or expensive 

mitigation. 

2. Context of potential attacks to operationalize, automate and prioritize processes to identify attackers’ mission, 

funding and target. 

3. Establishing a security mindset among employees to close vulnerabilities from gaps in personnel knowledge or 

awareness. 

Solution- 

1. Threat awareness data feeds to automate and correlate network and endpoint security logs with feeds of: » 

Information about immediate threats and risks. » IP, reputation, URL and domain information. » Data about 

vulnerabilities and risks as they are discovered. 

2. Managed response from experienced teams providing cybersecurity as a service. 

3. Hardened infrastructure to lock down systems—for example ATMs—and limit what even users with full installation 

privileges may run on them. 

 Training and simulation- 

Financial firms can take training and simulation one step further by building cyber “fusion centers” that integrate the 

fraud, cyber, IT, physical security and product development teams. By leveraging diverse talent to boost intelligence and 

speed response, financial firms can reduce costs while achieving more efficient and faster threat awareness and 

mitigation. 

Conducting frequent small-scale table top exercises and an annual full scenario run-through gives teams the knowledge 

and experience needed to perform when called upon to respond to an attack. 

 Neutralize third-party risk- 

Nearly all businesses can now be viewed as extended enterprises. As network perimeters have hardened, attackers are 

increasingly targeting the IT supply chain and partner network. 

As self-certification processes are proving less reliable, financial firms are encouraged to shift to active cyber-risk 

monitoring and mitigation with third parties in order to neutralize third-party risk. 

 Enable mobile security- Mobile is at the core of banking—in five years, three of every four customer interactions 

will be online or mobile. Financial firms know they must move to mobile platforms or risk losing an entire 

generation of consumers to new, digital-native startups. 

A full-fledged solution will manage mobile security from end-to-end, including: 

1. Application code to assure that applications developed in-house are free from vulnerabilities. 

2. Strong authentication and certificate management across devices, applications and users, including multi-level 

access control by identity and role and expansion of customer access controls. 

3. Data protection solutions on shared devices, for example tablet computers used by staff and customers at branch 

offices. 

4. Two-factor authentication options for high-value or high-sensitivity transactions, or available as a customer 

benefit. 

Way forward- 

Recently Union finance minister Arun Jaitley’s budget speech this year, which announced the formation of a sectoral 

Computer Emergency Response Team for Finance (Cert-Fin). A body built on the foundational principle of shared 

responsibility with a larger body of stakeholders, including banks, fintech start-ups, cyber-security companies, and 

academic institutions, is better placed to effectively fund advanced research and even incubate cyber-security solutions 

on a co-creation basis. 
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Q) In the light of tough encryptions created for online data, what are the challenges faced 

by investigative agencies such as NIA and what should they do to access such encrypted 

data? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- In an attempt to provide their users with total privacy and security most of the communication 

platforms provide end-to-end encryption. But this is problematic from security and national interest point of view as 

these are also used by criminals and terrorists. In such a situation security agencies are faced with challenges in accessing 

the data: 

 Terrorism: Encrypted conduits of communication serve a tool to promote terrorism. 

 Cyber attacks: Lack of rigorous encryption may led to cyber attacks. Recent ransomware attack is a case in point. 

 Secured Encrypted communication: As more powerful encryption is embedded with electronic devices, terrorists 

exploit the technology to communicate securely and store information. 

 No global cyber-security laws: Regulatory measures (local laws) have little effect on the international tech giants 

as there is no organised cyber-security law that makes the tech companies accountable or answerable. 

 Sophisticated software: Even if the internet is shut down, with the advancement of terrorists in tech front will lead 

to development of their own encrypted communication software. 

 Miscellaneous problems: Other problems that plague this field is Full Device Encryption(File vault, Apple iPhone), 

Anonymization of user, Operational security feature(Windows Washer, Telegram burner) etc 

Fight against terrorism is increasingly complicated in this digital age. It’s alarmingly important for us to raise the 

intelligence security for our nation. Some of the steps that can be taken are: 

 Recruiting more cryptography specialists: End-to-end encryption relies upon something called public-key 

cryptography. These message can be de-crypted if she intercept’s the public key shared by the terrorist organisation. 

 International data-sharing: With advanced data sharing of intel resources, they can prevent the movement of 

terrorists in real time.( Fingerprints of terrorists posing as refugees) 

 Bilateral agreements: Bilateral data-sharing agreement to help the government engage with Internet companies 

directly. 

 Law: Put in place laws that spell out what constitutes national interest and laws that eke out clear cut guidelines to 

enforce it in letter and spirit. 

 Co-operate the Corporate: Take into considerations the concerns of corporates and using their expertise to address 

the menaces emanating from encryption. 

In an open internet, the security of personal data and identities should be preserved with strong and ubiquitous 

encryption. In an open world, personal safety is best safeguarded by police and intelligence services sharing information 

as seamlessly as do the terrorists. 
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